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on 26 september 1979 the President of the European parliament referred
the motron for a resolutj-on tabled by Mr coppieters on the problems arising
from the multilinguarism of the European community (Doc. r-33L/7g) to the
Committee on the Rules of procedure and petitions.
At its meeting of 19-20 November 1979 the committee appointed Mr Nyborg
rapporteur.
It considered the motion for a resoluti-on at its meetings of 17-Ig
December 1979 and 23-24 April 198r. At the latter meeting it decided notto recommend the setting up of a special working group or an ad hoc committee
on language problems, but to deal with language problems itself in so far asthey were connected with the Rules of procedure.
on L6 Jung 1981 the President oi the European parriament referred the
motion for a reFolution tabled by Ir4r colla and others on the use of languagesin the European Parl-iament (ooc. L-286/81) to the commi-ttee on the Rul-es of
Procedure and pefitions.
At its meeti4g of 12-13 l,1ay 19gl the ccnmittee
that had taken place in the College of Quaestors
distribution problems.
was inforned of the discussions
on translation, printing and
The committee considered the language problems at
September 1981, 2l-22 December 19g1, 31 March_I April
At this last meeting it adopted the draft report by 11
abstentions.
its meetings of 2l-22
1982 and 25-26 April lg12.
votes to 4 with no
The following took part in the vote: Mr Nyborg, chaj-rman and rapporteuriMr Poniridis, first vice-chairman, Mr Verroken, second vice-chairman, andMr Adonnino, third vice-chairmani l,lrs Baduel Glorioso (deputizing forMr Ferrero), Mrs cinciari Rodano (deputizing for Mr chambeiron),
Mr DrAngelosante, Mr Forth, Mr Herman, Mr papaefstratiou, Mr patterson,
Mr Prout' Mr sassano (deputizing for I"1r Lima), Mrs Vayssade and Mr wedekind.
The opi-nions of the Poritrcal Affai-rs committee and the committee onYouth, culture, Education, rnformation and sport are attached.
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The Committee on the Rules
to the ELlr()pean parl iartrcnt thc
with explanatory statement:
A
of Procedure and petitions hereby submits
f ol lowing mot ion f c-rr. a resolution together
E.
F.
tloTlo]'t FoR A RESoLUTToN
on the multili_ngualism of the European Community
The. European parliament,
a. having regard to Articl i Ztl of the EEC Treaty
B' having regard to Articles 1 and 6 of council Regulation No. 1 of 15 April 1g5g1as amended by the 19722 and 19793 Acts of Accession,
C. having regard to Rule 6l of the Rules of procedure,
D' having regard to the report of the committee on the Rules of procedure
and Petiti-ons and the opini-ons of the poritical Affairs committee andthe committee on youth, culture, Education, rnformation and sport(ooc. t-306/82) 
,
whereas any }imitation of the number of ranguages used by the BuropeanParriament wourd interfere with the democratic nature of parliament,
whereas discrimination agai-nst certain languages in favour of others inthe European Parliament would be an infringement of the democratic votingrights of communi-ty citizens as they should be abre to
elect their representatj-ves exclusively on the basis of political criteria
and of who wirr best represent their interests, without any additionallinguistic criteria being laid down,
whereas all Ivlembers of parliament are entitted to equal treatmenti-rrespective of thei-r acti-ve or passive knowledge of languages,
whereas, although the costs entailed by the multirrnguarism of the
community are considerable, they neverther-ess represent onr-y about 2gof the Community's total budget,
unequivocally affirms that the official languages and the working
ranguages of the community institutions are Danish, Dutch, Engrish,
French, German, Greek and Italian;
confirms the rule that there is to be absolute equality between the
community languages, whether used actively or passively, in wri_ting or
oraI1y, at af1 meetings of parliament and i_ts bodies;
T 
- 
*o. ,-r, 6 . ro. 1958, p. 385
2 oJ *o.L73, 2i.3.1972, p. 14
3 oJ olo. L 29ti 19.1r.r9i9, p. rr3
G.
H.
I.
2.
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3.
4.
supports arr| :fn€n,gure to sp,eed up its .work and to ef fect .savings in
connectign,with 
.the .communily's .r.anguage arr.angementsr provided
such me-asur€s are compatible .w.i.th ,ttle principle that a1r the
languages have egual status;
rnstructs its president to fo.rnrard this resorution to the
Commission and the Council.
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BEXPLANATORY STATEMENT
Int,roduction
1. On the basis of the motion for a resolut,ion tabled by ur coppieters
T(Doc. L-33L/79)' the Committee on the Rules of procedure and petitions has
considered the language problems of the Community institutions and part,i-
cuJ-arly the European parliament. In his motion for a resolution
llr coppieters proposes the creation of a special committee to study the
language problems of the institutions of the European community. This
proposal was rejected in principre by the committee at its meeting of
23-24 April 1981; at the same time the commit,tee undertook to consider
these language problems itself in as far as they were connected with the
Rules of Procedure. Mr Co1la and others have since tabled a motion for a
resoluti-on (Doc. l'286/8r) on the use of languages in the European parliament2,
which is annexed to this report.
2- rt is undeniable that the use of at nr.;;tl",,r"r,, and perhaps
shortly nine, languages within the community institutions is liabre to
give rise to problems and does invorve the community instit,utions in
considerable expenditure and requires a large staff of translators and
interpreters- rt has for instance been calculated that approximatelv
60? of Parl-j-ament's expenditure and 33t of the Commission,s administrative
expenditure is accounted for by the use of so many ranguages. rn this connec-tj'on, the opinion drawn up by Mr Patterson on behalf of the committee on youth,cuiture' Education, rnformation and sport provides an estimate of expenditurein 1979 as a result of the community's multiringualism3. rf these figures
were updated on the basis of the Community,s budget for 19g2, the total costsentailed by multilingualism woulcl be about 450mEUA. Although this is a ve::y
considerable amount, the committee nevertheless wishes to point out that allin all i-t represents only about 2* of the Community,s total budget of 22,000mEUA.
3 - There is therefore good reason for looking at, whether it wourd bepossible to carry out improvementg, rationalization and savings in
connection with the use of several 0fficial languages in the community,but if possible ringuistic changes were to carl into question the egual
status of the officiar languages there would then be a probrem of principle
of a quite fundamental nature for the institutions of the community^.,which
would lrave repercussions on ttrc costs.
A motion for a regolution tabred by Mr cottrell and others(Doc- L-9/8L) based on the designation of four languages 
- EngJ_ish,
German, French and rtarian 
- as ,principal working languages, vras therc.cfore ssjsqted by the committee on the Rules of procedure and petitions at
its meeting of 23'24 April 1981 as an unsuitable basis for further work on
language problems.
--r s." Annex r2 su. Annex rI
3 s." opinion of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information andSport, pp. 31-32
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4 ' The Committee on the Rules of Procedure and petitions has been informed
that efforts are being made in Parliament to rationalize and organize more
efficiently the translation, printing and distribution services, as described
in the draft report by Mr Ryan on behalf of the euaestors for the enlarged
Bureau (PE 71.149,/Quaes/f:-n. II). This document contains many concrete
proposals concernj-ng the use of official languages on which the committee
does not however wish to express an opinion on this occasion. The ccmmittee
would however tike to put forward a few observations of a more generar nature.
The present requlation,s concerninq lanquaqes
5. The regulations concerning the use of languages in the European
Communities are not laid down by the Treaties but in Council Regulation
'l
No. L/58' which \^ras unanimously passed by the Council in accordance with
Article 2L7 of the EEC Treaty. This regulation lays down German, French,
It,alian and Dutch as the official languages and working languages of the
Community of the time, which consisted of six trllember States. Iater, with
the two enlargementg of the Community, the regulation has been changed so
that Danish, English and creek have become official languages and working
languages of the Community institutions.
6. The above-mentioned regulation lays down certain general principles
for the use of official languages. It is laid down that a Member State
or a citizen may send documents to the Community institutions in any one
of the official languages accordinq to choice. The reply from the
institution must be in the same language (Article 2).
Documents sent by a Community institution to a Member State or to a
citizen in a Member state sharl be drawn up in that Member state,s
Ianguage (Article 3).
Regulat,ions and other documents of general application which thus
apply throughout the community muet be drawn up in alr the officiar
J-anguages (Articte 4). There is a special provision that the Official
lfournal of the European Conmunities shall be published in all the official
languages (Artic1e 5).
I 
,"" Annex rtrr
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7. on the other hanC the regulation also lays down that the institutions
of the Communi.ty may stipulate in their Ru1es of procedure further provi-
sions for the use of languages (Articre 6) 1. This means that, subject to
the general principles for the use of the official languages, each of the
CommuniLy'a institutions has the power to lay down further rules in this
respect.
8. In the case of the European parliament, Article 142, second paragraph,
of the Treaty states that 'The proceedir.gs of the Assembly shall be published
in the manner laid down in its Rures of procedure,. This provision is
interpreted to mean that the Rules of Proceilure shoulo stipuJ-ate which
documents are published. When a document is publ-i-shed it is published in
all official languages. But even in the Treaty provision there is nothing
to prevent Parliament from laying down in its Rules or procedure that,
certain documents or parts of documents should not in special cases be
publisned in all the languages.
Competence as reqards lanquage problems
9. At all events, the Treat.y provisions and those of Regulation No. L/se
mean that it is the committee on the Rures of procedure which is the
committee responsible for all questions of principle regarding the use of
languages where Parliament's activities and duties as laid down in the
Rules of Procedure are concerned.
The pureJ-y administrative organization of these provisions is
naturally the responsibility of the Secretariat acing on directives from
the Quaestors and the Bureau.
other aspects of regulations on the use of languages may, however,
interest other commit,tees. The committee on youLh and curture, for
instance, has adopt.ed a report by Mr ARFE on regionar languages and
cultures (Doc. L-965/8O) which deals particularly with the cultural aspects
of the question of language, and Mr ADAM has drawn up a report for the
Committee on Energy and Research on a research programme for a machine
translation system (Doc. t-193/81), which considers the possibilities of
EDP applications in translation work.
1 H"r" there is a disagreement
languages, Ehe English text
may stipulate in their rules
be used in specific cases.t
between the English text and the other
reading: 'The institutions of the Community
of procedure which of the languages are to
-9- PE ?3.705/ tin,
Questions of principle
10. In the matter of languages, the institutions of the EEC are often
compared with other international organizations and here it is irunediately
evident that, due to the murtiplicity of languages, the EEc employs far
more translators and interpreters than they do. But in making this
comparison it must also be remembered that the EEC's activitv is of quite-
a different nature from that of other inLernational organizations such as
the IIN or the council of Europe. Resolutions passed in the UN and the
Council of Europe are only presented in a li"rnit,ed number of languages but
on the other hand they have no validity in any country untit they are
converted into national legislation. In contrast to these organizations,
the EEC takes decisions which are directly binding on individual citizens
and companies of the !4ember Stateg without being converted into national
legislaLion.
11. A limitation of the number of official languages of the Community
would, if taken to extremes, mean that legal provisions would obtain in
c-ertain Member States without being drawn up in those States, languales*-
and conseguently without being understood by all the citizens of those
States. This is of course quite unreasonable and the national authorities
of such States would eertainly, in the event of anything of the kind being
decided, immediat,ely eneure that a translation hras made into their language,
or in other words: a savinq at European level would become a national
expenditure.
L2. So when we consider the use of languages in the Community, the
comparison should rather be with multilingual States where there is also ajoint decision-making process and common legislation which applies equally
to all language groups. rn this connection the r:apporteur refers to Annex rv
which summarizes the language arrangements in 19 multilingual parliaments and
c"l-earfy shows consid-erable attention is paid to languages in these parliaments,
The Yugoslav Parliament for instance wcrks in 4 languages. There is
simultaneous j-nterpretation into all languages, all documents are transratedinto aL1 ranguages, and facilities even exist for interpretati-on and translat-ion into certain minority languages. Texts adopted by the yugoslav parliament
are adopted simultaneously in all the languages (a system comparable to that
employed in the communities, where texts are vari-d in alr languages). rn a
state such as Yugoslavia it would be unthinkable to limit the number of lang-
uages' As menti-oned abover dccouot is also taken of the minority languagesin the yugoslav parliament.
13. within the Community it is also important to note that there is a
considerable difference in the structure and operation of the individual
institutions and this may also be reflected in their different requirements
as regards languages. Provision is also made for this in the regulation
concerning the use of languages; ArLicle 6, ag mentioned above, gives each
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instj.tution the possibility of layi-ng down further rules concerning the use of
languages. Whilst it may be appropriate for a considerable proportion of the
Commission's preparatory work to be drafted i,n a limited number of languages,
a parl-iamentary instrtution obviously cannot work in only a minority of the
languages used by the population. Like national parliaments, the European
Parl,iament has a democratic representative function, and also of course an
opinion-forming function.
L4. The representative function is based on the democratic principle that
each citizen is entitled to be elected to the Parliament irrespective of
knowledge, previous experience or other qualifications. This is an
important principle in elections to our national parliaments and in the
ease of the European Parliament it was clearly underlined in the transition
from indirect to direct elections. This principJ-e also of course applies
particularly to the linguistic abilities of candidates and llembers.
Every citizen, regardtess of his or her linguistic abilities, must be able
to stand for the European Parliament and be elected if he or she obtains
sufficient votes.
15. It is for this reason that the European Parliament has alwaye
functioned in such a way as to ensure that Members can work in their own
country's language both in committee and in the plenary assembly. Any
change in this system, even in the form of the so-caIIed restricted or asl.nnetric
'l
systems^, in which the I',lember could possibly speak in his own language but
would have to listen to speeches in other languages and also read documents
in another language would be a considerable break with democratic
principles.
16. This question of principle does not of courge mean that it is not of
great practical value for a Member of the European Parliament to be able
to speak several languages other than his own if, for example, he wishes
to address his colleagues directly. There are other kinds of knowledge
connected with economics, business or social conditions which may also be
useful for Members both of national parliaments and the European parliament,
although we would never dream of making this a formal requirement by stipu-
lating that a candidate should have certain specific training before being
al-lowed to stand.
17. Like other parliaments, the European parliament carries out its
opinion-making function by making its proceedings public. It is nowhere
laid down in the Treaties that the European Parliament's meetings should
be public but this is normal parliamentary practice.
1^ As proposed earliergervice, !,!r! Ren6e
'Culture, Education.
,t-
by the head of the Commission's interpretation
van HOOI' (see opinion of the Committee on Youth,
trnformati,on and Sport pp.35-36)
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one obvious conseguence of the principre of pubric proceedings is"'that alr the citizens of the community should have the possibility offorlowing the aetivities of the European parliament in their own country,slanguage, i.e. all documents, speeches and decisions should be availablein all official languages, and that proceedings at meetings should beimmediately interpreted into all the official languages, as indeed hasbeen the case so far.
18. A limitation of the number of languages into whieh documentg aretranslated or meetings interpreted wourd be tantamount to making it impos_
sible or at all events more difficult for certain sections of the Europeanpopuration to folrow what is happening in the European parriament. This
situation would be all the more serious since our debates in the EuropeanParliament represent the onry opportunit.y for pubric discussion of propo_
sals for neri/ community legisration. proceedings in both the commission
and the council are confidential.
19' The majority of the committee therefore rejected the proposal put forward inthe opinlon of the political Affairs committeel to r:-mit the number oflanguages to 2 (or possible 3) over a 15-year period. Thi-s would merery
make contacts between the community j-nstitutions and rarge sectors of theEuropean publi-c more difficult. Nor, in the committee,s view. would itbe realistic to envisage such a siLuation over a period of 15 years. TheEuropean rnstitutions woutd merely faI1 in the estimation of the public ifany attempt were made to force through such a reduction in the number oflanguages.
HQwever' a minori-ty in the committee expressed support for theestablishment of a special working party to study the problems connectedwith languages in greater detail, as proposed in the opinions of thePoIiticaI Affairs Commj_ttee and the Committee on youth, Culture, Education,Information and Sport.
20. Even though the community's ranguage arrangements are expensive and
reguire a large staff, the committee's view is that they are based onimportant democratic princlples that we should be very careful not to
violate. But this shour-d obviousry not preclude changes in the use oflanguages in specifi-c areas, provided they continue to have equal status
and receive equal treatment.
1 See opinion of the political Affairs Ccnmj-ttee
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ANNEX I
MoTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOC. I.33L/79)
tabled by Mr Ivlaurits CoPPIETERS pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of
procedure on the setting up of a special committee to study the problems
arising from the multilingualism of the EuroPean Community'
lfhe European Parliament,
- confronted with the difficult problems arising from the multilingualism
of the EuroPean CommunitY;
- convinced of the complete equality of all the languages of the European
CommunitY;
- 
aware that the forthcoming accession of three new Member states will
exarcerbaLe these Problems;
decides to set up a sPecial committee to study the language problems of
the institutions of the European Community'
PE 73.7O6/Ano. t /f l-n'
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ANNEX II
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-286/BL)
tabred by Mr coLLA, Mr vERNrplMEN, Mrs GREDAL, Mr FrcH, Mrs vrEHorF,
Mrs cAsrLE, Mr ENRTGHT, I,trs VAN DEN HEUVEL, Mr WOLTJER, Mr MUNTTNGH,
MT JACQUET, MT VAN MIERT, MT GEORGIADIS, MT ABENS, MT PULETTI, MT GALLAGHER,
Mr SEEFELD, Mr BoYEs, Mr oRLANDT, Mr porrl,As, Mr ALBERS and Mr GLTNNE on
behalf of the Socialist Group
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of procedure
on the use of languages in the European parliament
The European Parliament.
- having regard to Article 2I7 of the EEC Treaty,
- having regard to Article 1 of council Regulation No 1 of 15 April 1g5g1,
as amended by the Treaty of Accession of 19722, as amended by the Treaty
of Accession of Lgl93,
- having regard to Rule 6I of the Rules of procedure,
- whereas respect for the cultural diversity in the European Community
ca11s for absolutely equal varue to be placed on all these cultures,
- whereas restriction of the number of languages in the European parliament
would distract from .its democratic character,
- whereas a restriction on or unequal treatment of any of the languages
implies a restriction of the democratic electoral rights of the people
since citizens must be able to elect their representatives solely on the
basis of potitical criteria and optimum representation of their interests
without having to take into account additional linguistic criteria,
- whereas all members of Parliament must be treated equally as regards their
active and passive use of Ianguages and whereas, therefore, no additional
requirements should be placed on any of them, in particular during technlcal
discussions,
- whereas the creation of the'bureaucratic elites,by the European parliament
or Parliamentary delegations must be avoided,
* whereas Parliament's budget appropriations must be used rationarly and
responsible savlngs made, without this leading, however, to language
discrimination,
- whereas savings may be possible as a result of the technological progressin computer translation,
- having regard to the discussion in the Legal Affairs committee, the
committee on Budgets and the committee on Budgetary control on parliamentrsbudget, the savings to be made and the prevention of all wastage,
1o.r
2o,
3o,.l
No1
NoL
NoL
7 6.10.1958 page 385
73 27 .3 -1972 page 14
291 79.11.1979 page 113
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- and having regard to the report of the working party of the Bureau
of Parliament on parliamentary delegations,
l. Reconfirms unequivocarly that the offici-al languages and working
languages of the community rnstitutions are Danish, German, English,
French, Greek, Italian and Dutch;
2 ' Reconfirms the prj-nciple of absolute equality 1n the active and passive
use of Community languages in particular for a1] documents and papers,
for all parliamentary meetings and for parliamentary delegations;
3. rnstructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commlssion
and the Bureau of parliament.
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Councll Regulation No I determining the
European Bconomic
ANNEX lII
by thelanguages to be used
Community
THE COUNCIL OP THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC
COMIvIUNITY,
Having regard to Article 217 of the Treaty
which provides that the rules governing
the languages of the institutions of the
Community shaI1, without prejudice to the
provisions contained in the rules of
procedure of the Court of Justice, be
determined by the Councj_1, acting unani_m-
ously;
Whereas each of the four languages 1n
which the Treaty is drafted is recognized
as an official language in one or more
of the Member States of the Community;
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:
Article I
The official languages and the working
languages of the institutions of the
Community shall be Dutch French, German
and Italian.
Article 2
Documents which a Member State or a person
subject to the jurisdiction of a Member
State sends to institutions of the Commun-
rty may be drafted in any one of the
official languages selected by the sender.
The reply shall be drafted in the same
language.
Article 3
Documents which an institution of the
Community sends to a Member State or to a
person subject to the jurisdiction of a
Member State sha1l be drafted in the
language of such State.
Article 4
Regulations and other documents of
general applicatlon sha11 be drafted
in the four official languages.
Article 5
The Official Journal of the Community
sha11 be published in the four
official languages.
Article 6
The instituti.ons of the Communlty
may stipulate in their rules of
procedure which of the languages are
to be used in specific cases.
Article 7
The languages to be used j_n the
proceedings of the Court of Justj-ce
shall be laid down in its rules of
procedure.
Article 8
If a Member State has more than one
official Ianguage, the language to
be used shaIl, at the request of such
State, be governed by the general
rules of its 1aw.
This Regulation shaII be bindlng in
its entirety and dj_rectly applicable
in all Ivlember States .
Done at Brussels, 15 April 1959
For the Council
The President
V. LAROCK
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ANNEX IV
official lanquaqes of parriaBents in multilinquar countriesl
I stuav carried out in s€pteniber 1974 by the ht€4)artlamentaly unloD, pubrigh€d iA ,parlianeht, of, the worral.A refer€nce compenaliur, 1976
Country Name and status ofofficial languages S imultaneousinterpretation Language of officialdocuments and publications
BANGIADESH Bengali is the official language.
With the permission of the Chair a
Member may speak in English if he is
unable to express himself in Benga1i.
Yes Only in Bengali
BEI.GIIJM French and Dutch are the official
J-anguages and have equal status Yes In both languages
CAI"TEROON French and English are the two
official languages and have equal
status
Yes In both languages
CANADA French and English are the officiaL
Languages and have equal status Yes In both languages
CZECHOSI.o\IAKIA Czech and SLovak are the officiaL
languages and have equal status No The documents of the FederalAssembly are published in bothlanguages. The proceedings arepublished in the language used bythe l,tembers.
FTJI English is the officiaL language- Any
Ivlember may speak in Fiji or Hindustani- No (but planned) only in English
FINIAND Finnish and Swedish are the official
languages and have equal status No 
(but consecu-
tive interpreta-
tion is possible)
Documents are published in bothlanguages. Minutes and appendices
are publ-ished in Finnish, and a
sumrnary of the minutes in Swedish
IP
@
I
tr
H{(,{o
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H
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Country Name and status ofofficial languages Simultaneousinterpretation Language of officialdocuments and publications
Hindi is the offieial language, butEnglish may be used for officialpurposes. A M.ember may speak in one
of 15 regional languages if he is
unable to express himsel_f in eitherHindi or English
Yes, from llindi to
English and vice
versa. In t,he
House of People
and the Council ofStates, 5 and 7
regional J-anguages
respectively are
translated into
English and Hindi
In English and uindi
Irish ic the first official language,English the second. House of Repre-sentatives: yes
Senate : No
Both languages are used for the
official gazette and documents. fhetextg of the official Report ofdebates, questions and proposals by
Itrlembers are not translated.
Hebrew and Arabic are used in debates Yes, from Hebrew
to Arabic (with
consecutive
translation fromArabic to Hebrew)
In Hebrew (with subsequent transla-tion into Arabic)
I,lalay is the of f icial language, butthe Speaker or the Chair may a1J-owthe use of English in debates.
In Malay and EngJ_ish. The proceed-ings are published in the language
used by the Members.
Maltese and English are the officiallanguages and have equal status. Inpractice only I',laltese ic used.
Legislation is published in bothJ-anguages. The proceedings of the
House and other documents arepublished only in Maltese.
Urdu is the official_ language, butEnglish may be used for official
Purposes.
In both languages
IP\o
I
E
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Country Name and status ofofficial languages
S imul-taneous
interpretation
Language of official
documents and pubJ-ications
ROMANIA I{embers usually speak in Romanian.
llembers who represent nationaL
minorities may speak in their
maternal language.
Yes In Romanian and Hungarian
SOIITH AFRICA English and Afrikaans are the
official languages and have egual
status.
Yes (from
Afrikaans to
Engl-ish)
In both languages
SRI IAN}G Sinhalese is the official language,but Members may use TamiL or English
Yes Sinhalese with translations into
English and Tamil
SWITZERIAND German, French and Italian are the
official languages and have equal
status
Council: Yes
Council of
@.: No
In German, Frenctr and ltalian: the
proceedings are published in the
language used by the Member
USSR There is no official language for
debates in the Supreme Soviet which
comprises Members of 51 nationalities:
each may speak in his own l-anguage
Yes The documents of the Supreme Soviet
are published in the languages of
all the Union Republics
YUGOSIAVIA serbo-croat, croato-serbian, slovenian
and l,lacedonian are the official langu-
ages and have equal status. Members
representing national minorities (e.g.
Albanians or Hungarians) may speak in
their maternal language.
Yes The four official languages.
Federal lawg and documents ofgeneral importance are also trans-
lated into ttre languages of the
national minorities.
oP-rNror. 
.oF Tp_ polrrrgAL 
-AqlArll .qgo-4rTrEE
Draftsrnan: I,lr O. IIABSBURG
At i-ts neeting of 8 JuIy 1980 the Political Mfairs Cqnnittee decided to
draw up an opinion for the ccnnr-ittee on Rures of prrcedure and petj-tions.
At its neeting of 24 Septenrtrer 1980 Mr von HABSBURG was appointed draftsman.
The Cormittee considered the draft opinion at its reeti-ng of 24-26 February
1982 and adopted it by 18 votes to 5 with thr€ absfentions.
Tte follotplng ParticiPated in the vote: Mr RUlnCR, chairman, Lord BEI[HEL,
vice-chairman, Mr von HABSEIJRG, draftsnan, Mr BARBT, Mr BouRNrAS, Lord muRo,
Mr FERGUSSON, Mr cAtr^lRoNSKr (deputising for Mr BsrrrzA), trtr HANSCH, Mr von HAssff ,
Mr JAQUEE, Mrs LENZ, l{r LOMAS, Mr MA.TONICA (deputising for Mr KLEPSCH), Mr van MINNB{
(deputising for l{rs van den HHJVE ), Mr !ffiRHO[rSE (deputising for Lady prr,pg; 
,
Mr PELIKAN (deputising for llr ZAGARI), Mr PENDERS, Mr PL/qSKoVTTIS, M.r RTPA DI MEAM
(deputising for I4r cARra,rA), I{r ROI{IJALDr, sir Janes scorr-HopKrNs, Mr SEGRE,
Mr J.M. TAYLOR, l'lrs IIEOBALD-PAOLI (deputising for Mr MOTrcHANE), Mr WALTR (deputisi-ng
for l,lr BRANDT) .
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A1. on 26 Septenber 1979 I,1r l,laurits @PPIBIERS tabled a nrotion for a
resoluti-on (Doc. 1-331/79) on the setting up of a special ccnrnittee to study
the problems arising frcrn the rmrltilingualism of the European Conrnunity
This nption for a resolution was referred to the Ccnmittee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions as the cqnnittee responsible, and to the Political
Affairs Ccrrrnittee for an opinion.
2. l4r Kai NYBORG's draft motion for a resolution, points out, inter alia,
that 'any ljmj-tation of the nwrber of languages used by the Cornnunity institutions
would interfere with the dsrpcratic nature of the Ccnmunity' and that 'discrjmination
against certain languages i-n favour of othefs in the European Parlianent would be
an infringenent of the dernccratic voting rights of Ccnmunity citizens as they
should be able to elect their representatives exclusively on the basis of
political criteria and of who will best represent their intercsts, without any
additional linguistic criteria being laid down'.
3. Ir4r NyBORG calls on Parliament to affirm unequivocally that the
seven existing offi-ciaI and working Ianguages of the Community institu-
tions wilt be retained. He recommends that Parliament should conIirtli
the rule'that there is to be absolute equality between the Community
languages, whether used actively or passively, in writing or orally, at
all meetings of Parliament and its bodies-'
4. The rapporteur for the committee on the Rules of Procedure and
petitions is undoubtedly correct in the basic view that the multilingua-
lism of Europe is one of the essential features of its culture and civili-
zation. Multilingualism means in fact that alt European languages may be
used and, of course, that they have equal status. The seven existing
official languages in the European Community wi11, in aI1 probability, be
supplemented in the near future by two new official languages, Spanish and
portuguese. Since it is not entirely unrealistic to suPpose that other
European nations may exercise their right to submit an application for
membership of the European Community in accordance with the Treaties, the
number of official languages could rise above the present potential
figure of nine. If account is atso taken of lncreasing importance being
attrlbuted to the regions of the Community, which, as a result of their
cultural development, have individual languages of their own, it is pos-
sibl-e that even within an enlarged Community of twelve Member States
demands may be made for full r:ecognition of these languages in the oral or
written translation of legal texts, speeches, etc.
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It is :a rom these
by tlr COPPIETERS t'ouches on
European integratron. Quite
few remarks that the motion for a resolution
an extlemelY compfex Prob
apart fron the practical implications' the
dimen. .o...problem also has a PoIiticaI
5. What is at issue? The countries of Europe, which wish to unite to
form an economic and political community, have the right to demand greater
economic and political efficiency from this community' The political
bodies of the Member states of the European community must see to it that
this demand is met. No right-minded person would wish to deny or discri-
minate against the cultural and linguistic identity of a country or a re-
gionoftheCommunity.onthecontrary,aunitedEuropecanandmustbe
the expression and guarantee of the qualitative cultural diversity of its
members and the assured maintenance of this diversity' A Europe built
inthiswaymust,however,bepolitically'articulate',lhatisitmust,
above aI1, be capable of representing its interest both internally and
externally as clearly as possible, i.e. in a linguisticalty comprehensible
manner. This is obviously not possible in a Tower of Babel ' Faced with
similar problems, large international organizations like the united Natj-ons
and the council of Europe have therefore decided to restrict themselves to
specific working languages'
6. Mr NYBoRG includes among the considerations in his draft motion for
a resolution the fact that 'although the costs entailed by the multi-
lingualism of the community are considerable, they nevertheless represent
on}yabouL2ZoftheCommunity'Stotalbudget..Theoriginalmotionfor
a resolution by Mr coPPIETERS probably had considerations of cost in view
also, bul i.L wenE a step further. Thc qtrest.ion is not how matry million
units of account written and oral translation cost the Community' but
rlevelooment of the CommunitY.
.T.Anyrealistwillbeawarethatthechoiceofcertainmoreimportant
IanquagesspokenmorewidelythroughouttheworldwillbeaPolitical
issue.ontheotherhand,therealisticobserverwillalsoseethe
advantagestobegainedbytheEuropeanCommunityinthelongterm,in
the areas of politics, economics, trade, science and technology, if in-
tensive teaching at all levels of education - from primary school to
un:.versity - could provide the necessary Iinguistic knowledge to make it
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possible to meet and understand political and economic par:tners from out-
sj-de the Community without- the diffj.culties which have exj-sted until now'
It would be of great symbolic importance if the l"lember States were to
agree, for example, on a l5-year plan provlding for the use,of'two or
I
three working tanguages in the Community by 1995. If such d dec.Lsion
were taken, schools and universities would at last be able to adapt to
a new situation. (For the European Parliament this would still mean a
transitional period of three terms of office.)
8. These general remarks must be considered in the light of the prac-
tice adopted by the European Parliament and the other Community institu-
tions.
While it has become the custom in the Council and Commission, for
example, to hold discussj-ons in one of the'major'worki-ng languages, i'e'
English or French, there have been only initial efforts in this direction
in the European Parliament. since 1958, however, there has been ari in-
creasing tendency in this House to use the two languages referred tO.
The ef f ort-r.r of the Members havr: no cloubt playecl a part hcre. Th-i s devel -
opmenL is t-o be wholeheartedly welcomed and should be fully encour:aged.
q F'or years to come, it WiII, of course, still be necessary in the
European Parliament, the representative bociy of the community,. to irlter-
pret the spoken word of those who do not know the important languages
and to translate essential texts into the differnet languages. T!r-1
sltuation cannot, however, carry on j.ndefinitely. In this r:espect the
draftsman disagrees with ltlr: NYBORG; the costs of oral and written trans-
lation increase in almost geometric progression as the number of languages
lncreases, i.e. the addition of more offi-cial languages will lead to an
enormog! rise in costs which no European citizen and taxpayer can be ex-
pect,ed to accept. It is therefore the duty of this Parliament to tackle
the problem of multitingualism and, lsjsIe the etections in L984, to offer
the European electorate at least some ideas as to how this development
may be controlled in the long term (e.g- 15 years)'
10. The ultimate goal must be to adopt worki.ng languages which are
used throughout the world. Obviously this requires a transitional
period. The draftsman therefore proposes that Parliament should urge
the Ministries of Education or government bodies responsible for cultural
affairs in the Member States to confine their syllabuses for all levels
of language teaching primarily to two or three languages to provide the
next generation with the necessary means for communication within the
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Communit-y and in an international context. If such a decision is taken, i-t
is quite possible that within a per:io,l of 15 years the new ci-rcumstances
will become the accepted norm for .rvcryone, and the citizens of the Communi-ty
will adjust to these official languages - which, in the view of the drafts-
man, should be English, French (and Spanish after enlargement) - and wil-I
therefore be able to participate more fully t-han in the past in promoting
the economic and political interests of the Community.
11. The draf tsman theref ore considers that the i-dea behind I"1r COPPIETERS'
proposal should be followed up and that a small joint committee should
examile 
-qle proposals mad _ubmjt a repgr$g_!-e+]31gl1!_l^,1!!.1n
one year:. This ad hoc committee, which would have a Iimited term of
office, could be composed of members of the Political Affairs Committee,
the Legal Affairs Committee, the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport and the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and
Petitions.
CONCLUSIONS
The Political Affairs Committee proposes the following amendments to the
draft motion for a resoltrt-ion by Mr NYBORC:
1. - The third, fourth and sixth indents of.the preamble to be deleted.
2. - Paragraph 1 to be replaced by the followi-ng:
'Observes that the official and working languages of the Community
insti-tutions are at present Danish, Dutch, English, French, German,
Gr:eek and Italian;'
3. - Paragraph 2 to be replaced by the following:
'Confirms the principle of the fundamental equality of all the
languages of the Community; hopes, however, that .over a long tran-
sitional period, for example l5 years, the institutions of the
European Community, and in partj-cu1ar the European Parliament,
may adapt their working methods to reduce the numbers of languages
used, and that emphasis will be laid in the educational systems of
the Member St.ates on llnglish, French (and Spanish after accession),
Lhe languages understood in aI1 parts of the world.
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4. - Paragraph 3 to be deleted and replaced by the following:
'Deci-des to set up a working party to study the problems
arising from the mulLilingualism of the community in the
insti-tutions of the European community and to submit pro-
posals. ;'
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I. INTROUJCTIOI
The lmpcnding incrraro 
'n 
ths numbcr of offr.olal rnd worklngIanguagee ln thc &raopeon Cornmunlty from elx toproapecr or a rurrher increase to ar reagr .r.. ;::;lr-.X"trl"il"r",years 
- hae made a thorough etudy of the probrems involved a matterof urgency' Already the uee of six officiar and worklng langruagesia proving extremery coetryr one third of alr conmieal0n staff andover half of parlianent,s gtaff: are made necesrga
;:JI.::TL';';,I:'il:"I:i:ll:^. i:': "." :I"'"i;L ffi::",ra,ive
exampre, the derays caueed *,j;;'il"":":roT3.'::1.::#::." ro,translated, and printed In the gix langruagea.
,,.orllltl:i}:::i;;":" 
*::"aser 
increaroa thege coers and adminletrarive
original four offiatrr r------, 
- 
---'-rsL'ue^ry' rnterpreting the
,we,ve,o."n., ji, I:i:" :i::lti,* j::":i:"it':;,J:I:;:';::" :.ic a, ry,thirrv porenrlal'operarj.ens' 
. Nlne or*cr",,"#il::1:;:"il".:""".the figure to seventy_trdo. -- ----v'q. .an
Nor is the problem conflned to the existence of official rangruages.rrish' for exampr€r has officlar atatus for rimited purposes undercurrent arrangements; and there
spoken tn variou" ;;;""'^: ::':t-" 
are mtny 'non-offlcial' ranguages
Greek rras iteerj"riil::r::"u*inl"u*nr commrniry. rlre addirion or
resa r documen rs r.s dirreren t r,or'li:':;;tf, t::ff :"r:rJ::;:",r"::.
Any atudy of multilingualism would cover a wide field. Ihere arelegal gueetions: what are the rules governing offlclal and workingIanguagea? Budgetary quections; how can the costs of tranglatlon,ili.iffi"J:"I'rffiil:':: ::,'"u,""u? poliricar quesrione: does
speak and receive inrerpretarion ; ;:::t"::ij: an absorure rishr ro
::::;#chnicartranslation? And finally there arc r.mportant sociar and cult'raraspectg: the poeition of the ,non
connequences of usins onrv eome .r-:;:T;i:rI"ffi::;"::r rhe poesibr.e
Itre eubject, indeedr rpana thc competenco{t of several _ If, notaIl - parlianent,s present commlttees.
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II.
rhe brllc t'xt cotrccrnlng thc coumuatty,r lrngurgce ir Artlclc 2L7 oftho EtC Trcrty:
'The rulee governlng thr rrngurgrr of, the rnrtltutronr of thc coomunrtyshrlr' xlthout prrJudlco to tha provhronrlontrtnra rn thc rur.r ofprocrdum of thr eoqrt of Jurtlcc, br drioru!.nrd by thc Councll,
. 
acting untnluoully,.
Acting under thts trtlcrr, the councrr rdoptad Rcgrulrtron No. I on
:: :Hlr:e58 
(pubrtrhod rn rhr orrrci., ;;";;;-or ths Europ.rn comnunirier
Tho trxt of thlt Bagulrtlon bmrr clorc cxamlnatlon. fn thr preamblc,th*e ia actablrrhed e crlt*l0n for thr dctrrnlnlng of, rn oritclat langu;gc:
'whereas srch of tho four langurgor ls t*llel, thr-lrtrty ia draftcd lerecognlzcd 
.. tn offlchl languagr ln onr or ror. of the rrtenbsr stetGtof the Communl.ty,
which would aren to imply thtt.ny langulgc wtrlch le recognilrd aa ,offlcial,by a Meaber Strtc wl.thln ltc oun Jurlrdlctlon could rlco brcon an officiallanguage of the Comnunl.ty.
Thia, howovtr, 
' 
not th. cra. slth Irtrh (nor, 1n6icd, ylth Wclrh,whieh hag officlrr rtrtur rlthln thc unrtcd xlngdm for cortain purpoiea).I,hen the co,nunity war enrrrgtd, the rrirh cov.rne.nt dld not inalrt onapplying the prinelph o! nagulrtion Io. I to th. Iottrri wlth thc mrultth't onry Trerty rnd lcgar doGUEGnts ra. now tafnrretcd lnto rrrgh.Th€ practtcal lmpllortlon. of eatablhhing r hnguagr tt ,eff{s111rare expanded ln thc renalning rrtlcrcg of, the Rcauratron. Articre 8apecifically refars to the rlturtlon rrrrlng whrn a country haa morc thanone offleirl lenguagt:
,rf I t{tnb.r stlt. hle m8. lhen qrr ofttclrl lro bs ugcd eharl, rr the r.qulrr of ruch ,."..,rT1'l3i:rlll ril:r.gancnl rulca of itf hw,.
:
;
t
I
i
I
I
:
I
The uee of $re phrare 
'the offlclel reagruager and t}re worklng rangruages,in the Regruration rar.ael the irrue of nhrtlrcr any dhtrnctlon ghould bemade betwsen the'. rn a rrply to t rlttrn ou3.t10n \o L576/7gr tabred inthe name of Ur patter.on, thc Council polnEt otrt thrt nclthor thcTreaty nor R'eg'ulation I 'thaora any light on th' Dattcr.. rndsGd,Artiele t of the ncaruration decrarrr thc oflIelel and rrorktng rangnrageeto be identicat. rn therc circunrtancer, it nlght b€ thought thatthe uee of the rlngle world ,of,ficlar, would be clearcr. t
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lSpoken word and written wor0
Nevertheless, a basis f,or variation would appear to exist in Art,icle 6:
'The instit,utions of the Community may stipulate in their rules of
procedure which of thq languagee ara to be used in specific cages. '
How far, in practice, does this posetbiltty of variation extend? :,
The dlrector of the Commiseion's Interpret,at,ion and Conferencc Services,
Ren6e van lloof, has pointed outl that, 'while theee decisions reguire i
documents to be translated into certain languages, they are general-Iy
siLent on the gueetion of int,erpreting'.
fndeed, the Regulation stipulates the language to be uaed in documents
sent or received by a communlty ingtltution, and providea for the Off,lciaL
{gurnal and 'regulations and other documents of general application' t,o be
drafted in tha official languages. But the only apecific reference to the
spoken word coneerns the 'l-anguagee to be ueed ln the proceedings of the
Court of Justice' (see beloh,).
This position is reflected in Parliament'B ovn Rules of Procedure.
Rule 15(I) etates uncompromieingly that 'alI documente of Parliament shall
be drawn up in the officlal languages' . In lhla ease, Article 6 of
Regulation I would allow of some relaxation of the Rula - but not much, since
other Articles wouLd apply.
Rule 15(2) also states that 'epeeches dellvarEd ln one of the official
languages shall be simultaneouely lnterpreted into the other official
Ianguages and into any other Language the Bureau may eonsider necessary'.
Here it is worth noting:
(a) that RuIe 15(2) applies to plenary, and not to committees (see Rule 41);
and
(b) that it is possible to have intErpretat,ton into other languages,
including minority languages like Welsh, Baeque or Catalan both in
committee and plenary.
In sum. the regulations would geem to allow Parllament, under exist.ing
RuIe i5, to increase the number of languages ueed in either commit,tee or
plenaryi to increase or decrease the number of languagee ueed in committee;
and, by ehanging RuIe 15, to decrease the number of languages used in either
eommittee or plenary 'in specific cageg' .
The Cou.rt and 
.Leqal texts
A special word needs to be sald about the linguistic regime in the CourE,
since Article 2L7 of the EEC Treaty apecificalty makes this eubject to its
Ru1es of Procedure rather than to Council decision.
I Report presented at Bruges Week organlsed by the College of Europe,
16 to 18 March 1978.
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TheseRuIesareprimari1ydesignedtodetermine@
to be used in particurar proccedings: for exampJ.e, the ranguage of an
applicant to the court, the language of, a nationar court or tribunal from
which reference has been made, etc. Supporting documents are, as a ru,e,
translated only into the language used in the case, and, in the casc of
long documents, translatione may be confined to extraets.
The judges and advocatee_genera}, and witneas€s or 
€xpertg, are
entitled to slrak in their or+n ranguage; but lntcrpretation is onry providedinto the language of the ease.
The RuLeg provide for eeven potentiai languages of a case: the offieial
languages plus Irish. publications of the Court, horrever, must, be iesuedin the six official tangurges.
For the courL, the murtiringual ncture of the community presents an
especj-ar problem: possible dlscrepancles bethraen different language versions
of the eame text. Since all veraions have the aame legal va1ue, the Court
takes arr of them into account in itg judgemente, and not just that ir a
eingle language. As Dr Theodor Hortz, Advreor to the commission, hae notedr,
'it remaine a fact that the indivlduaL cl.tizen mry have consulted Just the
wrong text, namely the onc in hls own langutge, and he may n€ver have actedthe way he did, with pcrhape eubatantlal material engagement, if he had
known the rear intention of the authore ae lt waE refrected in the other
language versions, 
.
III . B-UDGETARY FACTORS
The exact coet to the communlty Budget of worklng in the six officiallanguagee ia not easy to as8eae; but it 18 clearly considerabie. ln additionto the salaries of the 1inguistic (fA) strff proper, the salaries of other
staff involved in the ranguage eervicee (e,g. aeeretarr.es, additional
admlnistrative personnel, tcchnieiane etc.) must be included. Staff timethroughout the institutlone ls consumed merery because documents areproduced in six editione. lloreov€rr other more or less guantifiable coats
such as office rentals, mission expenaea, printlngr paper and distribution
costs' heati'g and righting, eicknegs ineurance and pensions, etc. haveto be taken into aceount.
A rough eetimate can be obtained from thc admlnietrative buJgets ofthe different community ingtltutione. rn the cale of the parriam€nt andcouncil, a high proportion of, thc t,otal ic attrlbutabrc to language co'taiin the cage of the CommLssion (according to its own estlmate) a somewhat
smaller figure. The combined tota1, however, lmounts to over 46;% of aLLadministrative ex5lendlturc: some 331.g milllon EUA.
I 
'Trangration and. Terminology Frobremg in uuttrringual community,Address before the Royal riistl-acadcmy, Dubrin, 24 
'ctobe 
r Lg77.
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Table 1. Lansua<re-reLate.d cqgts in 197.9
Institution Eudqet
EUAM
Parliament LL4.2
Icouncil' 1o2.8
19.6
!ssceElgs.
%
60
60
50
33
Lanquaqe COgtg
EUAm
68.5
6r..7
9.8
I91.8
Court
a
commissiono 581.o
Notes
'l
^ council Budget includee the Economia and SociaL Committee
)
- Based on Titles I and II
How these costs wilL be affected in 198I with the addition of a further
official language can only be gueaaed at. lltre CommlseLon has eetimated
that itg own LA staff will need to be increased by aome L2.5% in thE cqrEent ,
year alone (1980) in order to Prepare for Greek entry.
The Report of the 'Three Wise Menr estimated the increaEe in translation
staff aa a result of addlng three more llngutges et 2OO-25O tranel.ators per
language, or a total increage of 5O per cent. 'Th€ problem of interpreta.tSon
at meetings', it added, 'is more aevere. SimuLtaneous interpretation for
six into eix languages requires t3 to 16 separate interpreters. Simultaneous
int.erpretation from nlne to nine raquirea at least 30 people - twice the
previous number. Pergonnel and running costE.... will thue be at least
doubled. '
Other costs wil}, of courae, aleo riee. The 'Three Wise l,len' referred
specifically to 'the expense of adapting old buiLdings or provlding new
ones to accommodate the extra interpreter'e boothe and other facilities
required. '
rv. oTHEB_PROBLEMS
As the elected European Parliament has already discovered, the costs
of mul-tilingualiem are not merely financial. The need for documents to be
tranglated before they can be circulated has, on one occasion at least,
provided an unbeatable weapon for preventing the passage of trnrliamentary
bueiness:
Even when the reguirem€nt ie not so used deliberately, it reduees
considerably the efficiency of the ingtltutlon. Parliament's agendas are
strongly affected by the need for documsnts to be translated before meetings.
Committee reports ape often delayed, am€ndmsntg cannot be circulated in time;
the possibilities for urgent action are'redueed. Because there is a }imit
to what the etaff can do, the hours durtng whlch Parliamcnt and its
committeea can sit has been put into a straightjacket, with adverge
consequences for speaklng tlme.
Parliament atso suffera from 'Iinguietic costs' whieh lr€ common to the
Community' s institutions.
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Loas of preciaion
rnevitabl.y, whan trancletlon or intcr;retrtlon trk.r prace, there is
a certain loag of practalon.
Ttrie is a ;rrtleurar dangor ln the carc o! thc spoken wordr L.e.
interpratation. Deepite the high strndrrd of tralnlng among Conmunlty
interpreters, the growing nurbrr of mcetlnga throughout the Cornmunity hae
Put a etrain on thc servl,or. llhon suf,ficlcnt interprctcrs are not available
for cornparatively rare langutge cflbinrtions 
- for example, Danish into
rttlian 
- int'erpretatlon is by relav: lnatcad of working fron the originaJ.
spcaker, the intcrprctar ligteng to one of hlg colleagues in an intermcdiate
language, and intcrPrctt rt 'lccond hand'. Th€ arrival of Greek, and later
Portuguese and Spanlsh, may mrka thc uce of relay evan more common.
Tranelation also hre itg probleml, howevcr. A nnJor factor militating
against lccuracy is th€ Prccsure undor whleh the translation aergice often
has to work. As Dr. HOItz rcmrrkal, ,whera thc choicc ls to fUrnich an
uncatlsfactory tcxt or no tbxt tt all, lt ir oftcn tho uncettafrctory lcxt
whlch is deliversd beolueo othcrwiaa the itcn would cone off tshc agenda of,
the Comnission or the Council, (or parl.irment, hc ralght have added).
Loas of ctvle
From the point of vlew of, Parllament 
- a body whose very nrme impliee
contact via the apokcn word 
- the grcatc8t '' llnguistic cogt, is poesibly
that of style.
There is, f,irst, the lore of direct contact betw€en the speaker and
thc liEtener: the virtual extinction of thc arte of rhetoric and orat,ory(though it ig posaible that ucmbcrE w111 be rble to deviae techniques which
bridge the interpretatlon g.p). I{oet obcerv.ri of the parliament note the
absencc of humour, unttrlnslatrbl.e ae it often iei even r*ren interpreted, thejoke and the laughter can be curlously dctached, a phenomenon once surnmed
up in thr phraac: ,thc Drnas laugh llat,.
Then, there is thc tcndency of both thc spoken and written vrord to
degenerate towards ! common dcnoniinrtorr thc hated 'Euroepelk,. ftla
comnission hae laid sone raaponslbtrtty on Lta or.rn transr_ators (Repry to
wrlttsn Queetion No. ,24/79 from Lord O,Hrgeh2). But lrlcmbers of parliament
themgerveB can flnd it eacier to uec jargon whcn thoy know that nore originar
phrasea will gct loat ,cn rout...
Dr. Holtz has romarkcd3 on a partlcular problem which lriscg not from
trancration, but from the origln of toxtr. Ttrc 'multilinguirtic compoaition
of the eerviceg producing documents leadg to taxts in the formulation of
which thc maJority of authors do not uee tholr mothcr tonqu.s arga, the
op. cit .
OJ No. C 275 of 3I.IO.79,
oP.ci-t.
page I82
3
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rtalian text produced by e colloeguc from ccpenhagen wilL not ahow thG sam€
glamour as the rtalitn t€xt formuhtcd by en ltrllan offlclall fhur, thc
so-calIcd orlginll tcr.t ,,t rom.tJ.mct not en orlglnal, but ln itcelf already
a'home-mtda' trlnclatLonr .
v. TOIIARDS SOLLEIONST IASIC PRIICIpLEB
ImProv€msnt,s In thc prcrcnt tituetion - lnd thc avoidenca of added
probl.cms in the futurc 
- nlght ba achlcvtd ln two ways !
r. A llmltrtlon on thr numbar of lrngurg.! to bo ured in gcnrral, or in
;larticulrr cl,rcunrtancll.
2. Xmprov€mentg ln thc languagc rcrvJ,ctar lnd ncw tcchnlqucs of inter_
pretatlon and tranrlation
Any general rchame for reducing thr nunbcr - or pot€ntial number 
- of
communlty working lenguegrt lncvittbly runs up egtlnrt a fundanentel
prlnciple of public rlfr. A. Dr. Iloltz hre,put lt: ,w. mu8t admit that
dcmocrlcy cannot functlon wlthout ccfimunl,crtlon, or, ln othcr rordas whcre
there is no ecrnmunicatlon, thcrc ern bo no rctl parttclprtion in thc
.PrtParation of dtclrlont, end opportunitttr for ntlonrl rolutlonr of
confllct diminlsh.'1
l{e know from experlcncc wtthln trionbcr Statrr hor dangerour lt can be
to make a lerge numbcr of pcoplc, ln llnguktic tcrmc, ,gacond clags
citlzens'. Dr. Holtz ulrn. of tho.r cxcludrd froa tho llngulstlc aystem
becoming'allergic to a communlty... whteh dfuerlmlnatcr tgainat them in
offering a privlreged bargainlng poaltion to comp.tlng groupg in other
Iinguistic regions. ..,
The problem becomer vary clerr in tha cont.xt of thc Europsrn
Parliament. If basic dcmocratlc prlnciplea lro to be obeervcd, Elch uemb€r
muat have, pot€ntially, the Erm€ opportunltlee to apcak, to pcrauede, to be
rePorted in the mcdia, and lo on. Desplto tha ltngulstlc provrces of some,
these principlea would bc eevcrely breached werc any group of, ltlcmberg 
- aoil€
might argue, any elngre Member - to bc obrigcd to r5reak in a language other
than hlr *rr,.2
Thsrc ero elro praettcrl conrld*rtlonr. uort o! th. connuntty,c
actlvj.ties erc hlghly aprctrllard, lnvolvlng thr productlon of cvtdcnce or
information from expertr. Dcrplte tbc fact thrt nany of, theee apecialiets
hevo conaidcreble experlcncr o! intcrnatlonrr inctltutlonr, lt 1g not
reasoneble to expcct arr to bo fluont rlngutrtr ln rddltlon to thclr
speclaliet guallficationa. Evcn j.f aItr wcrr, thc need for preclaion would
make it lmperatlve thtt thoy bc ablc to cxprclr lhcmgelves in thelr natlve
languagee.
T------op.cr't.
t TE" idca hae., of couraer.bcen edvanccd thrt the p:ii="ilil.iii;i6";. werc obris?.d 19 epoer.< in e lansud:'StBl; If,I*un?i El*::torhig wourd be the caae if-the comilunlty u.fa.C6-ie;pc-iliiri"oi ili"Iiiii.ae its einele offtctal lingriig--'(iil-piei-tel.- -'
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VI. THE. SPOKE{ WORD
rn matters of cost rnd mupow€r the multipllcity of community ranguageehas nore or lese equrr impect on the written word and the cpoken word.
::;i:::]""", 
ir ls rhe spoken word rhar sivea rice ro rhe nosr inrracrabre
There ar€ gcvcral rclgonl:
(a) rne groring number of mectings for whrch rnterpretation has to beprovided (though therc hlg been a panllGl gronth, too, ln documents).(b) The fact that interpretation alwaya hle to be providcd, in princlple,from any of thc worktng Ienguegoe into any othcr worklng languagei whereasinternar commr'agion documcntl, at l€ut, rrc ugually drefted in eltherEnglieh or French, or necd only to bc .-tranolated into Englleh or French.(c) rne problem of finding enough trained intcrpreters ln difficult languagecombinations (for exempJ.e, Ita1lan,/Danieh) 
.(d) The consequent neceseity for relayer BDd even double rc]_aya.(e) The physlcal problems of provldlng intcrprctatl0n booths.
The Director of the commlcsion,s rnt€rprctlng and conference services,Ren6e van Hoof, has concludear that ra community enl.arged to twelvc membere...cannot conceivably work undcr languagc rurcs that rcgulre lnterpreting fromnine languagee into nine langulges at 
€vcry mocting,. Irlith inereasingrecourse to relays end double reJ.aya 'dr.gcussions at certain mcetlnge wourdbecome totllly incomprehcnalblc, 
.
At the aame tlnl, it ic elaar that rny gen.nlJ.anguagea to, aay, Englith or Franch, would bc gulte
Although, ln prlnclpre, thc rnterp*trtl0n end tranglatton ccrvieeahavc to provtde 'atx rnto alr" much of tha eommun!.ty,e intorna1 bugr.ncgaworks on t 'roglmc ltngulrttquc plrtlel,. Thfu can rppry to rhoro rnrtltu-tl'ons 
- for exlmp'e, thc Eurolr.n c€ntre for thc Davol0pment of vocatlonaltraining, gltcd in Bcrlin, urcr onty Englleh, Frcnch and Gcrman. Or it canapply 'ad hoe, to plrtr.euhr mocting:.
Even withln thc Parllamant, it is common practiee to reduee the numberof lenguagec in uae at working parthr, and rvcn rt eomnitter maetinga, q,h.nthore attending are in rgrcam€nt --- --r" !b l
roductlon of worklng
unacccptable.
I op. cit.
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A much more promrrrhg eotutl0n 1g that advocetcd by Rence van Hoof.
'ExperLence provsa svcry dty thrt lt is muah raricr to undcratand a foreignlanguagc than to aperk lt ln a pcrfcctly eonvlnclng mrnner,t. ,rrna it notbc poaslble, thcreforc, to u:c ,aalnrmctrre, langulgc arrengemcnta: to enabreev€ryone to speak rn hla own ranguagar but with lntcrprctation into only themost widely underetood lrnguagre?
Thla solutlon 
- often popuJ.ariacd ar ,l,' in, thro out,- w!8 brieflydebated ln the Europoan parliament on 11 Eebrurry Lg76, where it receivedI mor€ or lesc hostile rcceptLon. It would provLdo, horlaver, a meane ofcontainlng the cogt and othor problcme of thr rnt€rpretrtlon service, whireat thc eamc time not lrmttlng enyona'r ablrtty to cxprera hlnrclf, ln hts*rn language.
Ren6c van Hoof'e papcr concludol by cnviaagrng threc standard languagesystems for meetl.ngs: -5..Ys.:rE
(a) a normel eystem 
- aaymmotric, but ualng alL offlclal languages. i(b) a eimprified eystem: aarmmetrrc and restricted.(c)aforma1syatem:fu11.aixinto8ix',or,nl.ncintonine,.
Arthough tht uss of t.lttun.trlc or ra.trtct.d ly,trm! ln cqrrrltts€B 
-posalble under the cxiattng Rurer of, proorduic 
- ir J.tker.y to provecontrovcrsial enough, thc foeur o! controvr*y tr rlkrry to bc the ayrtcmured in plenary rlttlnge. tf uy chrngr 1r to bc mrda, thr Rurcr wr* haveto bc emcnded.
uscful statrrtr.ce hlvr rccrntly bccn publrrhcd on the use of languagesin planary:
Lanquaoe
-
English
French
Itallan
G€rman
Dtltch
Daniah
.Iu1y-Deccmber 1979
Cok. of text
1132
1056
4BL
47s
4Le
139
3702
30.5
28.5
13.0
12.8
1r.3
3.7s%
1
^ qp, cit.
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!9. Ca
.
fhic would gcem to lndicrtc thrt r rystan of ,six lnInterpr:etatlon frou all rlx ofllclrl l.rngurgre tnto tronehwould be thc beet erlmnatrla choloc.
,rr.
Thc baeie dllemma of the Communlty,a translatieummcd up in rhe phraee: ,Berter 
""-,;;.:.;::::^^:"* 
service is arready
There ie en unrvoidable trade-of, 
an unaatlefactory text than no text at all,bltwean tccumcy and epeed.The volume of peper-work generat€d by the community glvea some ldea ofH il:::i""':,::':'.:H:":irc tranoratcd .omc 600,000 pases. rn ts7s,
Europetn parliament
Commigaion (Brussels)
Commission (Luxembourg)
Councll
Ecosoc
Court
, tiro out' (thet is,
rnd Engliah onty)
196,6581
35o,ooo
142,183
257,599
52, 3oo
53.,@o.
l, 06lr739 T
I
t
:----t Fisure for, ::ll. 78 - Fcb. 7e plussept. 79 
- Feb. 80This twelve u
: |;:, ::iilf : r,i+:: : i ;.,3:I;: " "o I.r;" ";;tri: i :l;::r
.,...:"':';:"::"::"::;:;'.::H;.,o, *"".rne' - each of which senerateie increaeins arl the time. ,nr" i" ffi :I ff:""r. upon the sysremand Portugu€ae. vqrer€ rne additlon of Greek, spanish
PictationTE
nachine by
Irans.].ator
What possibilltiea exlst
Partial reqimes
for improving thc rltuttion?
I
IThe possibilitles for roducing thc numbcr of ras the written word is 
"n.""rr,..-:_:'__:.'"*Gt 
t working ranguages, ae far
word. Documenra'::,1;ff:i':il::#.::::"i:1"..€r th.n for the apoken
are availabte in onry French and Ensrlsh. c"rtrinil il 
"ff: :::r:*r}r.arrangemente, (euch es that elready described in thmishr be sreater, since the abirir; ;"":-.:": :: o care of inr€rprerarion),
seneralrv more widesprord then the aji.#":J::.::. lrnsuagc la,aurarry. - ---*-5r nrEnor to epeak or to undorgtand
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tffitTEE;rrecm
foY rcvreo' 1+ m
,l
h bcet dcocrlbcd dhgrammatl,cally:
corroctLon,)y
illnalatar
on the other hand, thera ar€ mtny inetances v/here a fuII lingulstic
regime is vital. In the Parliament, for cxample, textg are of politicel
significance, and rrtembers need accurate transratlons into their om
Ianguages. Above aII, documcntg of leqal aignlficence muot be tranelated
into all official languagee with grcat car6.
Increasinq efficiencv
sev€raI meana exict to lncreage the efficlcncy of the Bystem.
(a) The creation of epecleliecd groupe of tranelators and revisora.
(b) 'Lingulatic mrnagGment': G.g. to gradr taxta according to the degree
of accuracy requircd ln translation.
(c) Standardisation of terminology 
- eepccially important for establishing
concordance and conformity of teger actr (but adding to the danger of
'Eurospeakl')
(d) Not least, increasing the linguistic abllity of Community officials,
Membere of parliament, etc.
By far the most promislng poeeibilitloe, however, would seem to lie in
the direction of automating, J.n part or even in whore, the translation
procedure.
Data BanBp an{ piC.USEgEeE
The simprest form of machlns translatiorr ie that providcd by the
computeriaed dictionary. Thle can be used in one or two kay8:
(a) To provide a 'word for word' or ,pldgin, translation from which some
idea of meaning can be obtained. Early lBtrt maehine translations in the
l95o's were of such a kind, and were of aome valuc.
(b) To act as an adiunct to normal proceaa€s of traneLation. Since most
t.ranslators have hlgh general competence, the greatest use can be
obtained from speclallst dlctionari€s or terminoJ.ogicat data banks.
rn the eecond area. the commlgeion hes arready made use of guch
facilit,ies as Eurodlcautom.
SYSTRAN
one 8t€p on from tho automatlc dtcttonlry arG syrtcms which al"m at afurr transration of texta (though, agarn, generarly operating with rimited 
-
and usuaLly epecialised 
- lexlcal capabtltty).
rn the mid-seventies, the commiscion began experiments wlth I syatem
of thie kind developed by Dr Tomr; sysrRAN. Two verelone of sysrR.aN,
working wlth the languegc-palr Englleh,/French, were terted:
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- E,he first, experimentel verelon in October 1976, which proved sufficiently
promis.i.,ig for a accond devel0pment contrrct to bc concr.uded;
- the second ln June 1978.
rn the Eccond tlct, tP.clrllot agriculturar toata wer€ tranrlat€d by
computerl and thrn 'poct-rdlted' by thrcr acpirrt. tarm..
sYsrRAN was tected not onry by absolute criteria of accuracy and etyre,but also for its utitity rn dlfferent circumstanc€s. Thig was import,ant,
since there is a t€mPtation to demand often guite unneceaaary accuracy and
style from both ordinary rnd nachlne transrationr.
The accuracy of thc pre-edltcd tranalatlons, for example, was rated
only at 73%. Neverthelesa, it wae felt to be of eome utillty by gB% ofpotential uaers: in particular wherc individuel speclarists wished to gain
a general idea of the contents, but rapidly and wlthout going to any great
expense. A transration was found to bo both inte]ltgibte and usabre, though
scoring badry on styLe rnd grammltlcat correctiara.
The intelrigibirity of the machln€-translated taxts after revlsion waa
rated at 98,A 
- exactly the eame ae for th€ sama texte transrated ,by hrnd,after revicion (it ig perhaps important to note that the oriqlnal versions
r^'ere on11' rated at gg%) . Hohrev.r, the time-eoete of post-editing were
considerabry higher than thoee for revlsing, though overalr time was
comparable.
Perhaps the oogt encouraging aspect of sysrRAN was the scope revearedfor improvement: between t'he ftret evaluatlon in tg76 and the second in1978 the average interligibility of translationc increased tron 45% to 7B%1.
The evaluation of sysrRAN ae it tranrlrted from Engrish to French
revealed some other intcregtlng featuret:
- it was better at texts originating wlthin thc commieeion than those fromoutside (Eurospaek?) ;
- it was better at Britiah-Englreh texts than Amerrcen-Engrlsh texts;
- it did better with texts written in ghort (under 25 word) sentences.
rn ite conclusione for.rowlng the evaluatlon, the commisgion notedthat the first target for future developncnte would have to be a reductionin the amount of post-editing required. However, It also noted that _despite the increase in Etandard of the pre-edited maehine transrationbetween the first and eccond evalultionsr _ the post_editing reguirem€ntghad actualry riren. 'trne amerioration du taux de post-6dition 
... eembledifficile a concevoir dana ra perepective actuclre du system.,2
''Ihough intetliolUlf-lty i: l?t qulre rhe same thing aa accuracy. rr ispossibre to have a trinerar'onruhich i; ;;;i";iiy'int"rrrgible, bur which
_. 
conveys the .pp.eire meaning ro rhar 
"f ih;-;;iiinar:2 
'Deuxiime dvaruatiol <iu rystam de traductlon automaticyl-Eystran anglais-fransaie de re commission'oer communautrr 
"rrop..i"", (r97g EUR 6227)
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EUROTRA
Experience with SYSTRAN, ncverthclacs, has encouraged the Commisej.on
to proceed t^'ith a rnuch more ambitioue ragearch proJect in the field of
machine trenslation: EUROtnA. ghls is, indeed, tha only major project
of ita kind ln the world.
EURoTF"A is intended to handLc, ln{tlell}, all gix exLrting official
languager, i.n any combinetion. rt wirl. rrso arlow for expaneion to new
languagee.
The eystem's adaptlblrity is intended to go even further: ite basic
eoftware aupport system ghould outlive:
(a) current linguirtic theorles, and
(b) present hardware dceigns
Development of the Bystcm is eonceived in modular terms: that is,
different linguistic and software probrems ar€ to be sorved by a number
of different reaaarch tcama, working in colraboration.
since th€ EUROTRA project lc at thc frontler of current human knowredge,
certain elements ar6 mor€ advanccd than others. The basic strategy is to
move from an input text to an oquival€nt ,dcep rtructure,, from which the
target lanquage can be gencratcd. Unfortunately, linguistic research has
not yet identi.fied a 'deep atructure' eommon to alI }anguages. consequently,
under the currently enviaaged eyetem, 'tranelatlon'woutd take the form of
a transfer from source 'deep structure' to target 'deep structure,. (i.e-
three stages) .
Possibilitiee and 
-Limitatlons
Technological advances, both in hardware and eoftwarc, are proceeding
at such a rate that the poesibilities for machLne translation can seem
unlimited. For exampJ.e, recent developmentg in speech-generation by
computer bring even machlne intcrpretatiol within reach.
on the other hand, one ghouLd not b€come too dazzled by technorogy.
Even if succegsfully developed, EUROTRA wiII only produce finished trans_
latione for ccrtain limited purpoE€r. Poat-cditlng wlrl atlrr be necessarr,,
in many cas€s.
important interest in the matter.
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VII I.IANGUAGE AND CUIJTURE
une of thoae lntorcrta murt bc concGrn for lenguage 18 tn aepect of
clvillartlon.
For cxlmprG, Lho aolroh tor Europoen untty k qot r rarrch for Europartr
unifornlty. rndced Europc'e greltcet'contrlbutlonr to the worrd has perhaps
been the remarkable dlverelty of, idcaa to which it har given btrth.
Nor hrs thir dlvcreity mercly been dhe rcrult of dtf,farcnt nrtlonrl
traditione. Ae important has been variety wJthtn the netion states;
and thc exlstence of tradltrons vrtrich croaa natlonal frontiers.
Thls lmportant fcature of our ctvllisation is refrected in ranguage.
rndeed, varlety ln Iangurga haa usually becn the maln vehlcle of cultural
variety' Honec the tcneclty wlth which mlnorlty curtureg defend theirllnguistic lndcpcndencc: ranguage ig et thc ramc tlmc the symbor and the
meansr of that lndependcncc.
simirarry there ere thoge featurca which croaa frontiers. Historicaliy,
Europe has arways besn unitad by ccrtrrn grcet cur.tural traditions, religious
and secular: and at onc trmc the vchtclo for both was Latin. The mostpowerful argument for Espcranto ie thrt it courd provlde euch e vehicre
without the sturnbling-brock of 'lingurstlc imlrrialiem,.
The European communlty can hlve an important influence on the way in
which this pattern of Europ€an crvilleatlon deverops. Decieions taken onthe lansuaqes of the conmunlty will hrve an ef,fect werl beyond the practicel
ones of improving thc intcrpretation end translation services.
For theee roasons, a numbor. of wldar llnguiatic probrems need careful
attention. For example:
'Minoritv' Lanquaqgg
The languageE currently spoken wlthin the borders of the European
community tre not rimited to thoes whleh the council has decrared ,official,.
rn addition, there arc tr^ro further linguietlc groupa!
(a) fhe historieal minorlty languegea: Blaguer Breton, Weleh, catalan,Frisian, the Allcmanic ltngurgor, ctc. These are often aasociated wl::h
a centurlcs-old dctcrmlnatlon to prcr€rve cultural _ rnd, on occasion,
eocial and politicel 
- rutonomy.
(b) The new minority rrnguag-r, introducerr into the community by mr.grant
workers and refugeea: Arablc, Turkish, Urdu, Hindi, Creole, etc. Agai.n,these ranguages have in aome casea become eyrnbote of independence; andthey have raised inportant qucetrone for the edueational aystems ofEurope.
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llow flr rhould th. cotnnunlty rrt out to pr.tfryc thi.r llnguistlc
variety? Or, tltcrnatlvcly, tg aupprarr lt?
lftrG comnunlty le alrcady actlnE to pr.vcnt thc chlldran of nigr{nt
workcrg from lorlng touch wlth thdlr nothor tongu. - rnd wlth thrlr
ptrsnt3. But doc. thls tmply that tho co[ununlty rhould work for a
permanent furklrh or Urdu rpchklng mlnorlty?
Shoul'd the Comnunlty lntcrvcnc, ovGr thc heedr of the natl,on statea,
to help the hletorlcal rcalonal languagca in thclr atruggle wlth the
'offlclal,' languaget? Honr far, ln doinE eo, rould the Cmurunity be
encouraglnE reglonallmr or soparatimri Would that ruttcr?.
Esperanto
One Llnguistic avcnuc opcn to Europq lice ln thc dircctl.on of the
'artlflcial' or, nora lccuratrly, lntallactually conrtructod languagea.
l\ro poesible advantagee havr atrcady becn arcntioncd: that thclr uae puta
everyone, lnlti,all.y, on an cqual foottngi ud that they arc frce of
the chargc of 'llngul.stlc Inl)6rlell,rn,"
A number of auch languagrr oxlrt (volrpuk, rnt.rltngul, .tc). Thc
only eerloue candLdatG, horravar, l! prObably Elp.ranto.
one estlmlte has put thc nuribar of Europeang who havc rt least some
knorledge of Esperanto at over tan nlrllon.l To thta mugt be added the
sonetlmes largc groups of Eepcrantlrts in ruch countrice a. Jlpan,
Bulgarla and cvcn fran. 3lnco lte orlglnal crcation by the poliah-speaker
zamenhof, Esperanto hae devclotrrcd llnguletlcally as a ,llve' languagc and
hae also acqulred a llterature of lta ann.
crmrLy, tho chrncrr of Erprrrnto rEhL.vlng vory wldr rcccptanc.
are amaII. It lt a nrttor whleh nrvlrthrher derorvea nora r:clrnlnrtlon.
Lanquaqe teachlnq
Except in ccrtaln lrolatad lrcar, or ln tha car of vory reccnt
Inunlgrant:, thc rpcakcrc of mlnorlty rrnguagor ofton have an ,officla1,
second languager or Bpcak the mtnority languagc itsrlf aa a gocondl
language only. trlrie factllty ls ccrtalnl.y onc whlch the Courunlty should
encourag€ in the lntercatr both of cultural varlcty and tho ell,nlnation
of, diecrlmlnatlon.
I 
1or" Linguistieche struktur Europar' by Gyuxa D€csy (wlcrbadrn:Otto Harrassowltz)
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Again' ecrtain lrtcmbar stataa havc more than one domcetlcarry officlatlans'iaqc, for whlch thelr odtrcatlon syltens alrcady cater.
The communrty, perhapt, hae an lnteroct tn promoting a lrore ganararllngulrtlc abillty; onc of thc morc rcarrttable rcccnt fallurre of thccouncll hae been rts lnabillty to aet ln progrr.s the rocond phaae of theComnunity'a education progranme, an lmportant part of whlch ts thelnprovement of languagc tcachlng.
rhe deveropnent of groatcr llngulrtrc rbtltty rr not Juet needed byeommunlty officlalc and Mrmbcrr of thc Europsan parltanrnt. rt woultt
opcn th6 way for cvGr v communlty cltlzen to whol0 naw rreas of Europeancivlrizatlon- rt worrrd enabre him to appreclatc ttre value of Europe,Bcultural dlverelty' And tt wourd, r.n coneequGncc, promote tha ,ever
cloger unl-on among the pcoples of Europe, proclaimcd in the first
sentence of the EEC Treaty.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
There can be no do,bt, then, that the multllingual nature of thelllrr6psan Conuin,:nity createg problcma. Moreover, ilrege probleme haveeufficient poritlcal, soclal and regar aspects to attract the urgentattention of the European parliament. This wourd be thc caBe even if theParliament lteerf wcre not profoundly lntererted for reagons of internarefflciency.
Should parllament therefore set up a
the guestlorr ?
epenlal eommlttee to etudy
fn the introductlon to thte oplnlon, the point hae already been
made that different a'pect' of the matter farr within the responsibirityof differrsnt parliamentary conmlttces. Eher olterrnatj-vee would therefore
sepn tcr be:
(a) to charge one conmlttee with overalr reeponslbirity for the study,with a number of other commlttee$ sunmitting c..:inione;(b) r-.reating a special conunlEtEe or. worki;rg parLl 
.
The difficulty wlth the fr.rst solutron ls that it ls not entireJ.y
obv.r-ous wtrlch conrmjL,toe shr:.rlcl have the overall reoponslbility. pollticalAffalrs. yo''rti:, rltrles: 
'qnr'i even Energy aird ttesear".rr |;176-r cralmg.
In .hls caae, ti,e co.rect so,:tion is a s5rccial group 
- 
possibrya worl.irr.1 i:at.tl,r..at:lr1r tllan O cOmcrritt.,,e.
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thercforc i
- dnwe attentlon to tho lundancntal doocratlc prtnclptc that no
lndlvlclual or group ahqrldl br ptrt at a diqadvantage beqture of
dlecrlni.netlon agrLn.t r Drrtlcular langutgr;
- .upports the ertablldle.nt of a epccLal working party to etudy
thc Sroblene arhi.ng frm ure nultllhguallo of ttre arsopean
Conmunlty i
- rugEerta thrt it' torn. of rcfcrgncc should includa:
t. Exanlnatlon of the rcgal framework wrthin whlch the offrcral and
rrorking langruagee of the comrnlty'l lnstltutlons ara deaignated
and used; and reconncadatlons, if necerrary, for changec.
2. A ainrrar examlnatror of the budgetary conrequenccr for tlre
Comrnlty of partloular lang,uagc ,rGgincs,.
3. Exaninatlon of cxretrng or ncw proposara f,or rinited or asymretric
langruage syst.mr I rnd vory cirrful nonltoring of any nrch
syatcne lf, they are eppllsd.
4. Uonitoring; ako, of progrcrr Ln the Cmmrnlty,s relcatrch into
machine translation
5. Evorutlon of a coumrnlty polr,cy tor*dB minority lang,uages, inparticular in relatlon to 'official' Langurges.
5' The possible use of Erpcranto or otlrGr l,ntcllactually conatructed
langruages.
7. [he language teaehJ.ng rspoct of thc cornmrnityrg oducation progranne
and practlcar advlce to tha ncdLa on ualng and prouoting the
langruages in queetlon.
8. The lingulatic aapcct of legal docurmntl, ln particular the equal
legar atatus of vcreione ln the dllfurnt ,off,iclar, rrngruagee.
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EUROPEAN 
CORRIGENDUM 
PARLIAMENT 
to the NYBORG report on the multilingualism of the European Community 
(Doc. 1-306/82) 
The following paragraph in the motion for a resolution has been deleted: 
3a. 'Urges, in particular, continued research into machine translation systems 
and other technological possibilities which may reduce costs;' 
16 July 1982 
PE 73.706/fin./Corr. 

On 26 September 1979 the President of the European Parliament referred 
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Coppieters on the problems arising 
from the multilingualism of the European Community (Doc. 1-331/79) to the 
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions. 
At its meeting of 19-20 November 1979 the committee appointed Mr Nyborg 
rapporteur. 
It considered the motion for a resolution at its meetings of 17-18 
December 1979 and 23-24 April 1981. At the latter meeting it decided'not 
to recommend the setting up of a special working group or an ad hoc committee 
on language problems, but to deal with language problems itself in so far as 
they were connected with the Rules of Procedure. 
On 16 June 1981 the President of the European Parliament referred the 
motion for a repolution tabled by Mr Colla and others on the use of languages 
in the European Parliament (Doc. l-286/81) to. the Committee on the Rules of 
Procedure and Petitions. 
At its meeting of 12-13 May 1981 the committee was informed of the discussions 
that had taken place in the College of Quaestors on translation, printing and 
distribution problems. 
The committee considered the language problems at its meetings of 21-22 
September 1981, 21-22 December 1981, 31 March-1 April 1982 and 25-26 April. 1982. 
At this last meeting it adopted the draft report by 11 votes to 4 with no 
abstentions. 
The following took part in the vote: Mr Nyborg, chairman and rapporteur; 
Mr Poniridis, first vice-chairman, Mr Verroken, second vice-chairman, and 
Mr Adonnino, third vice-chairman; Mrs Baduel Glorioso (deputizing for 
Mr Ferrero), Mrs Cinciari Rodano (deputizing for Mr Chambeiron), 
Mr D'Angelosante, Mr Forth, Mr Herman, Mr Papaefstratiou, Mr Patterson, 
Mr Prout, Mr Sassano (deputizing for Mr Lima),_Mrs Vayssade and Mr Wedekind. 
The opinions of the Political Affairs Committee and the Committee on 
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport are attached. 
- 3 - PE 73.706/fin. 
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A 
The Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions hereby submits 
to the European Parliament the following motion for a resolution together 
with explanatory statement: 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
on the multilingualism of the European Community 
The European Parliament, 
A. having regard to Article 217 of the EEC Treaty 
B. having regard to Articles 1 and 6 of Council Regulation No .. 1 of 15 April 1958
1 
as amended by the 1972 2 and 1979 3 Acts of Accession, 
C. having regard to Rule 61 of the Rules of Procedure, 
D. having regard to the report of the Committee on the Rules of Procedure 
and Petitions and the opinions of the Political Affairs Committee and 
the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport 
(Doc. 1-306/82), 
E. whereas any limitation of the number of languages used by the European 
Parliament would interfere with the democratic nature of Parliament, 
F. whereas discrimination against certain languages in favour of others in 
the European Parliament would be an infringement of the democratic voting 
rights of Community citizens as they should be able to 
elect their representatives exclusively on the basis of political criteria 
and of who will best represent their interests, without any additional 
linguistic criteria being laid down, 
* whereas all Members of Parliament are entitled to equal treatment 
irrespective of their active or passive knowledge of languages, 
H. whereas, although the costs entailed by the multilingualism of the 
Community are considerable, they nevertheless represent only about 2% 
of the Community's total budget, 
1. Unequivocally affirms that the official languages and the working 
languages of the Community institutions are Danish, Dutch, English, 
French, German, Greek and Italian; 
2. Confirms the rule that there is to be absolute equality between the 
Community languages, whether used actively or passively, in writing or 
orally, at all meetings of Parliament and its bodies; 
1 OJ No. 17, 6.1o.i958, p. 385 
2 OJ No.L73, 27.3.1972, p. 14 
3 OJ No. L 291; 19.11.1979, p. 113 
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3. Supports anymeasure to speedup itsworkand.to .effect -savings in 
connectionwiththeCommunity' 's language arrangements, provided 
such measures are compatiblewiththeprinciple thatall the 
languageshaveequalstatus;
4. Instructs itsPresident to forwardthisresolutionto the 
Commissionandthe Council.
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B 
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 
Introduction 
1. on the basis of the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Coppieters 
(Doc. l-331/79) 1 the committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions has 
considered the language problems of the community institutions and parti-
cularly the European Parliament. In his motion for a resolution 
Mr coppieters proposes the creation of a special committee to study the 
language problems of the institutions of the European community. This 
proposal was rejected in principle by the committee at its meeting of 
23-24 April l98li at the same time the committee undertook to consider 
these language problems itself in as far as they were connected with the 
Rules of Procedure. Mr Colla and others have since tabled a motion for a 
resolution (Doc. 1-286/81) on the use of languages in the European Parliament
2
, 
which is annexed to this report. 
2. It is undeniable that the use of at present seven, and perhaps 
shortly nine, languages within the Community institutions is liable to 
give rise to problems and does involve the Community institutions in 
considerable expenditure and requires a large staff of translators and 
interpreters. It has for instance been calculated that approximately 
60% of Parliament's expenditure and 33% of the Commission's administrative 
expenditure is accounted for by the use of so many languages. In thisconnec-
tion, the opinion drawn up by Mr Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, 
Culture, Education, Information and Sport provides an estimate of expenditure 
in 1979 as a result of the Community's multilingualism3 If these figures 
were updated on the basis of the Community's budget for 1982, the total costs 
entailed by multilingualism would be about 450 m EUA. Although this is a very 
considerable amount, the .committee nevertheless wishes to point out that all 
in all it represents only about 2% of the Community's total budget of 22,000 m EUA. 
3. There is therefore good reason for looking at whether it would be 
possible to carry out improvements, rationalization and savings in 
connection with the use of several official languages in the community, 
but if possible linguistic changes were to call into question the equal 
status of the official languages there would then be a problem of principle 
of a quite fundamental nature for the institutions of the community , which 
would have repercussions on the costs. 
A motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Cottrell and others 
(Doc. 1-9/81) based on the designation of four languages -- English, 
German, French and Italian -- as 'principal working languages' was there- 
forerejected by the committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions at 
its meeting of 23-24 April 1981 as an unsuitable basis for further work on 
language problems. 
1 see Annex I 
2 See Annex II 
3 SHH opinion of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and 
Sport, pp. 31-32 
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4. The Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions has been informed 
that efforts are being made in Parliament to rationalize and organize more 
efficiently the translation, printing and distribution services, as described 
in the draft report by Mr Ryan on behalf of the Quaestors for the enlarged 
Bureau (PE 71.149/Quaes/fin. II). This document contains many concrete 
proposals concerning the use of official languages on which the committee 
does not however wish to express an opinion on this occasion. The Committee 
would however like.to put forward a few observations of a more general nature. 
The present regulations concerning languages 
5. The regulations concerning the use of languages in the European 
Communities are not laid down by the Treaties but in Council Regulation 
No. 1/58
1 
which was unanimously passed by the Council in accordance with 
Article 217 of the EEC Treaty. This regulation lays down German, French, 
Italian and Dutch as the official languages and working languages of the 
Community of the time, which consisted of six Member States. Later, with 
the two enlargements of the community, the regulation has been changed so 
that Danish, English and Greek have become official languages and working 
languages of the Community institu.tions. 
6. The above-mentioned regulation lays down certain general principles 
for the use of official languages. It is laid down that a Member State 
or a citizen may se.nd documents to the Community institutions in any one 
of the official languages according to choice. The reply from the 
institution must be in the same language (Article 2). 
Documents sent by a Community institution to a Member State or to a 
citizen in a Member State shall be drawn up in that Member State's 
language (Article 3) .
Regulations and other documents of general application which thus 
apply throughout the Community must be drawn up in all the official 
languages (Article 4). There is a special provision that the Official 
Journal of the European Communities shall be published in all the official 
languages (Article 5). 
l See Annex III 
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7. On the other hand the regulation also lays down that the institutions 
of the Community may stipulate in their Rules of Procedure further provi-
sions for the use of languages (Article 6) 1 . This means that, subject to 
the general principles for the use of the official languages, each of the 
Community's institutions has the power to lay down further rules in this 
respect. 
8. In the case of the European Parliament, Article 142, second paragraph, 
of the Treaty states that 'The proceedings of the Assembly shall be published 
in the manner laid down in its Rules of Procedure'. This provision is 
interpreted to mean that the Rules of Procedure should stipulate which 
documents are published. When a document is published it is published in 
all official languages. But even in the Treaty provision there is nothing 
to prevent Parliament from laying down in its Rules of Procedure that 
certain documents or parts of documents should not in special cases be 
published in all the languages. 
Competence as regards language problems 
9. At all events, the Treaty provisions and those of Regulation No. 1/58 
mean that it is the Committee on the Rules of Procedure which is the 
committee responsible for all questions of principle regarding the use of 
languages where Parliament's activities and duties as laid down in the 
Rules of Procedure are concerned. 
The purely administrative organization of these provisions is 
naturally the responsibility of the Secretariat acing on directives from 
the Quaestors and the Bureau. 
Other aspects of regulations on the use of languages may, however, 
interest other committees. The Committee on Youth and Culture, for 
instance, has adopted a report by Mr ARFE on regional languages and 
cultures (Doc. 1-965/80) which deals particularly with the cultural aspects 
of the question of language, and Mr ADAM has drawn up a report for the 
Committee on Energy and Research on a research programme for a machine 
translation system (Doc. 1-193/81), which considers the possibilities of 
EDP applications in translation work. 
1 
Here there is a disagreement between the English text and the other 
languages, the English text reading: 'The institutions of the Community 
may stipulate in their rules of procedure which of the languages are to 
be used in specific cases.' 
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Questions of principle 
10. In the matter of languages, the institutions of the EEC are often 
compared with other international organizations and here it is immediately 
evident that; due to the multiplicity of languages, the EEC employs far 
more _translators and interpreters than they do. But in making this 
comparison it must also be remembered. that the EEC's activity is of quite 
a different nature from that of other international organizations such as 
the UN or the Council of Europe. Resolutions passed in the UN and the 
Council of Europe are only presented in a limited number of languages but 
on the other hand they have no validity in any country until they are 
converted into national legislation. In contrast to these organizations, 
the EEC takes decisions which are directly binding on individual citizens 
and companies of the Member states without being converted into national 
leg isla tion. 
11. A limitation of the number of official languages of the community 
would, if taken to extremes, mean that legal provisions would obtain in 
certainMember States without being drawn up in those States' languages
and consequently without being understood by all the citizens of those 
States. This is of course quite unreasonable and the national authorities 
of such states would certainly, in the event of anything of the kind being 
decided, immediately ens.ure that a translation was made into their language, 
or in other words: a saving at European level would become a national 
expenditure. 
12. so when we consider the use of lang,uag,es in the Community, the 
comparison should rather be with multilingual states where there is also a 
joint decision-making process and common legislation which applies equally 
to all language groups. In this connection the rapporteur refers to Annex IV 
which summarizes the language arrangements in 19 multilingual parliaments and 
clearly shows considerable attention is paid to languages in these parliaments. 
The Yugoslav Parliament for instance works in 4 languages. There is 
simultaneous interpretation into all languages, all documents are translated 
into all languages, and facilities even exist for interpretation and translat-
ion into certain minority languages. Texts adopted by the Yug.oslav Parliament 
are adopted simultaneously in all the languages (a system comparable to that 
employed in the Communities, where texts are valid in all languages). In a 
state such as Yugoslavia it would be unthinkable to limit the number of lang-
uages. As mentioned above, account is also taken of the minority languages 
in the Yugoslav Parliament. 
Within the community it is also important to note that there is a 13. 
considerable difference in the structure and operation of the individual 
institutions and. this may also be reflected in their different requirements 
as regards languages. Provision is also made for this in the regulation 
concerning the use of languages; Article 6, as mentioned above, gives each 
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institution the possibility of laying down further rules concerning the use of 
languages. Whilst it may be appropriate for a considerable proportion of the 
Commission's preparatory work to be drafted in a limited number of languages, 
a parliamentary institution obviously cannot work in only a minority of the 
languages used by the population. Like national parliaments, the European 
Parliament has a democratic representative function, and also of course an 
opinion-forming function. 
14. The representative function is based on the democratic principle that 
each citizen is entitled to be elected to the Parliament irrespective of 
knowledge,previous experience or other qualifications. This isan
important principle in elections to our national parliaments and in the 
case of the European Parliament it was clearly underlined in the transition 
from indirect to direct elections. This principle also of course applies 
particularly to the linguistic abilities of candidates and Members. 
Every citizen, regardless of his or her linguistic abilities, must be able 
to stand for the European Parliament and be elected if he or she obtains 
sufficient votes. 
15. It is for this reason that the European Parliament has always 
functioned in such a way as to ensure that Members can work in their own 
country's language both in committee and in the plenary assembly. Any 
change in this system, even in the form of the so-called restricted or asymmetric 
1 
systems , in which the Member could possibly speak in his own language but 
would have to listen to speeches in other languages and also read documents 
in another language would be a considerable break with democratic 
principles. 
16. This question of principle does not of course mean that it is not of 
great practical value for a Member of the European Parliament to be able 
to speak several languages other than his own if, for example, he wishes 
to address his colleagues directly. There are other kinds of knowledge 
connected with economics, business or social conditions which may also be 
useful for Members both of national parliaments and the European Parliament, 
although we would never dream of making this a formal requirement by stipu-
lating that a candidate should have certain specific training before being 
allowed to stand. 
17. Like other parliaments, the European Parliament carries out its 
opinion-making function by making its proceedings public. It is nowhere 
laid down in the Treaties that the European Parliament's meetings should 
be public but this is normal parliamentary practice. 
1 
As proposed earlier by the head of the Commission's interpretation 
servlce, Mrs Renee van HOOF (see opinion of the Committee on Youth, 
;Culture, Education .. Information and Sport pp.35-36) 
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One obvious consequence of the principle of public proceedings is 
that all the citizens of the Community should have the possibility of 
following the activities of the European Parliament in their own country's 
language, i.e. all documents, speeches and decisions should be available 
in all pfficial languages,and that proceedings at meetings should be 
immediately interpreted into all the official languages, as indeed has 
been the case so far. 
18. A limitation of the number. of languages into which documents are 
translated or meetings interpreted would be tantamount to making it impos-
sible or at all events more difficult for certain sections of the European 
population to follow what is happening in the European Parliament. This 
situation would be all the more serious since our debates in the European 
Parliament represent the only opportunity for public discussion of propo-
sals for new Community legislation. Proceedings in both the Commission 
and the Council are confidential. 
19. The majority of the committee therefore rejected the proposal put forward in 
the opinion of the Political Affairs Committeel to limit the number of 
languages to 2 (or possible 3) over a 15-year period. This would merely 
make contacts between the Community institutions and large sectors of the 
European public more difficult. Nor, in the committ'ee's view, would it 
be realistic to envisage such a situation over a period of 15 years. The 
European Institutions would merely fall in the estimation of the public if 
any attempt were made to force through such a reduction in the number of 
languages. 
HQwever, a minority in the committee expressed support for the 
establishment of a special working party to study the problems connected 
with languages in greater detail, as proposed in the opinions of the 
Political Affairs Committee and the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, 
Information and Sport. 
20. Even though the Community's language arrangements are expemsive and 
require a 'large staff, the committee's view is that they are based on 
important democratic principles that we should be very careful not to 
violate. But this should obviously-not preclude changes in the use of 
languages in specific areas, provided they continue to have equal status 
and receive equal treatment. 
1 See opinion of the Political Affairs Committee 
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ANNEX I 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. 1-331/79) 
tabled by Mr Mauri ts COPPIETERS pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of 
Procedure on the setting up of a special committee to study the problems 
arising from the multilingualism of the European Community. 
The European Parliament, 
- confronted with the difficult problems arising from the multilingualism 
of the European Community; 
- convinced of the complete equality of all the languages of the European 
Community; 
aware that the forthcoming accession of three new Member States will 
exarcerbate these problems; 
decides to set up a special committee to study the language problems of 
the institutions of the European Community. 
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ANNEX II 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. 1-286/81) 
tabled by Mr COLLA, Mr VERNIMMEN, Mrs GREDAL, Mr FICH, Mrs VIEHOFf, 
Mrs CASTLE, Mr ENRIGHT, Mrs VAN DEN HEUVEL, Mr WOLTJER, Mr MUNTINGH, 
Mr JACQUET, Mr VAN MIERT, Mr GEORGIADIS, Mr ABENS, Mr PULETTI, Mr GALLAGHER, 
Mr SEEFELD, Mr BOYES, Mr ORLANDI, Mr FOTILAS, Mr ALBERS and Mr GLINNE on 
behalf of the Socialist Group 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure 
on the use of languages in the European Parliament 
The European Parliament, 
- having regard to Article 217 of the EEC Treaty, 
-having regard to Article 1 of Council Regulation No 1 of 15 April 19581 , 
as amended by the Treaty of Accession of 1972 2 , as amended by the Treaty 
of Accession of 1979 3 , 
- having regard to Rule 61 of the Rules of Procedure, 
- whereas respect for the cultural diversity in the European Community 
calls for absolutely equal value to be placed on all these cultures, 
- whereas restriction of the number of languages in the European Parliament 
would distract from its democratic character, 
- whereas a restriction on or unequal treatment of any of the languages 
implies a restriction of the democratic electoral rights of the people 
since citizens must be able to elect their representatives solely on the 
basis of political criteria and optimum representation of their interests 
without having to take into account additional linguistic criteria, 
- whereas all members of Parliament must be treated equally as regards their 
active and passive use of languages and whereas, therefore, no additional 
requirements should be placed on any of them, in particular during technical 
discussions, 
whereas the crea.tion of the 'bureaucratic elites' by the European Parliament 
or Parliamentary delegations must be avoided, 
-whereas Parliament's budget appropriations must be used rationally and 
responsible savings made, without this leading, however, to language 
discrimination, 
- whereas savings may be possible as a result of the technological progress 
in computer translation, 
- having regard to the discussion in the Legal Affairs Committee, the 
Committee on Budgets and the Committee on Budgetary Control on Parliament's 
budget, the savings to be made and the prevention of all wastage, 
1oJ No 17 6.10.1958 page 385 
2oJ No L 73 27.3.1972 page 14 
3oJ No L 291 19.11.1979 page 113 
PE 73.706/Ann.II/fin. 
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- and having regard to the report of the working party of the Bureau 
of Parliament on Parliamentary delegations, 
1. Reconfirms unequivocally that the official languages and working 
languages of the Community Institutions are Danish, German, English, 
French, Greek, Italian and Dutch; 
2. Reconfirms the principle of absolute equality in the active and passive 
use of Community languages in particular for all documents and papers, 
for all parliamentary meetings and for Parliamentary delegations; 
3. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission 
and the Bureau of Parliament. 
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ANNEX III 
Council Regulation No l determining the languages to be used by the 
European Economic Community 
Article 4 THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, Regulations and other documents of 
Having regard to·Article 217 of the Treaty general application shall be drafted 
which provides that the rules governing 
the languages of the institutions of the 
Community shall, without prejudice to the 
provisions contained in the rules of 
procedure of the Court of Justice, be 
determined by the Council, acting unanim-
ously; 
Whereas each of the four ·languages in 
which the Treaty is drafted is recognized 
as an official language in one or more 
of the Member States of the Community; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article l 
The official languages and the working 
languages of the institutions of the 
Community shall be Dutch, French, German 
and Italian. 
Article 2 
in the four official languages. 
Article 5 
The Official Journal of the Community 
shall be published in the four 
official languages. 
Article 6 
The institutions of the Community 
may stipulate in their rules of 
procedure which of the languages are 
to be used in specific cases. 
Article 7 
The languages to be used in the 
proceedings of the Court of Justice 
shall be laid down in its rules of 
procedure. 
Documents which a Member State or a person Article 8 
.subject to the jurisdiction of a Member If a Member State has more than one 
State sends to institutions of the Commun- official language, the language to 
ity may be drafted in any one of the be used shall, at the request of such 
official languages selected by the sender. State, be governed by the general 
The reply shall be drafted in the same rules of its law. 
language. 
This Regulation shall be binding in 
Article 3 its entirety and directly applicable 
Documents which an institution of the in all Member States. 
Community.sends to a Member State or to a 
person subject to the jurisdiction of a Done at Brussels, 15 April 1958 
Member State shall be drafted in the 
language of such State. For the Council 
The President 
V. LAROCK 
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ANNEX IV 
Official languages of parliaments in multilingual countries
1 
Country 
BANGLADESH 
BELGIUM 
CAMEROON 
CANADA 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
FIJI 
FINLAND 
Name and status of 
official languages 
Bengali is the official language. 
With the permission of the Chair a 
Member may speak in English if he is 
unable to express himself in Bengali. 
French and Dutch are the official 
languages and have equal status 
French and English are the two 
official languages and have equal 
status 
French and English are the official 
languages and have equal status 
Czech and Slovak are the official 
languages and have equal status 
English is the official language. Any 
Member may speak in Fiji or Hindustani. 
Finnish and swedish are the official 
languages and have equal status 
Simultaneous 
interpretation 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No (but planned) 
No (but consecu-
tive interpreta-
tion is possible) 
Language of official 
documents and publications 
Only in Bengali 
In both languages 
In both languages 
In both languages 
The documents of the Federal 
Assembly are published in both 
languages. The proceedings are 
published in the language used by 
the Members. 
Only in English 
Documents are published in both 
languages. Minutes and appendices 
are published in Finnish, and a 
summary of the minutes in Swedish 
1 
Study carried out in September 1974 by the Interparliamentary Union, published in 'Parliaments of the World. 
A reference compendium' 1976 
.. 
country 
INDIA 
IRELAND 
ISRAEL 
MALAYSIA 
MALTA 
PAKISTAN 
----
Name and status of 
official languages 
Hindi is the official language, but 
English may be used for official 
purposes. A Member may speak in one 
of 15 regional languages if he is 
unable to express himself in either 
Hindi or English 
Irish is the first official language, 
English the second. 
Hebrew and Arabic are used in debates 
Malay is the official language, but 
the Speaker or the Chair may allow 
the use of English in debates. 
Maltese and English are the official 
languages and have equal status. In 
practice only Maltese is used. 
Urdu is the official language, but 
English may be used for official 
purposes. 
Simultaneous Language of official 
interpretation documents and publications 
Yes, from Hindi to In English and Hindi 
Engl.ish and vice 
versa. In the 
House of People 
and the Council of 
states, 5 and 7 
regional. languages 
respectively ar.e 
translated into 
English and Hindi 
House of Re.pre- Both languages are used for the 
sentatives : Yes official gazette and documents. The 
Senate : No texts of the official Report of 
debates, questions and proposals by 
Members are not translated. 
Yes, from Hebrew In Hebrew (with subsequent transla-
to Arabic (with tion into Arabic) 
consecutive 
translation from 
Arabic to Hebrew) 
Yes In Malay and English. The proceed-
ings are published in the language 
used by the Members . 
No Legislation is published in both 
languages. The proceedings of the 
i House and other documents are 
published only in Maltese. 
Yes In both languages 
w 
H 
country 
ROMANIA 
SOUTH AFRICA 
SRI LANKA 
SWITZERLAND 
USSR 
YUGOSLAVIA 
Name and status of 
official languages 
Members usually speak in Romanian. 
Members who represent national 
minorities may speak in their 
maternal language. 
English and Afrikaans are the 
official languages and have equal 
status. 
Sinhalese is the official language, 
but Members may use Tamil or English 
German, French and Italian are the 
official languages and have equal 
status 
There is no official language for 
debates in the Supreme soviet which 
comprises Members of 61 nationalities: 
each may speak in his own language 
Serbo-Croat, Croato-Serbian, Slovenian 
and Macedonian are the official langu-
ages and have equal status. Members 
representing national minorities (e.g. 
Albanians or Hungarians) may speak in 
their maternal language. 
Simultaneous Language of official 
interpretation documents and publications 
Yes In Romanian and Hungarian 
Yes (from In both languages 
Afrikaans to 
English) 
Yes Sinhalese with translations into 
English and Tamil 
National In German, French and Italian: the 
Council: Yes proceedings are published in the 
Council of 
language used by the Member 
states: No 
Yes The documents of the Supreme Soviet 
are published in the languages of 
all the Union Republics 
Yes The four official languages. 
Federal laws and documents of 
general importance are also trans-
lated into the languages of the 
national minorities. 
OPINION OF THE POLITICAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Draftsman: Mr 0. HABSBURG 
At its meeting of 8 July 1980 the political Affairs Committee decided to 
draw up an opinion for the Committee on Rules of Procedure and Petitions. 
At its meeting of 24 September 1980 Mr von HABSBURG was appointed draftsman. 
The Committee considered the draft opinion at its meeting of 24-26 February 
1982 and adopted it by 18 votes to 5 with three abstentions .
The following participated in the vote: Mr RUMOR, chairman, Lord BETHELL, 
vice-chairman, Mr von HABSBURG, draftsman, Mr BARBI, Mr BOURNIAS, Lord DOURO, 
Mr FERGUSSON, Mr GAWRONSKI (deputising for Mr BETTIZA), Mr HANSCH, Mr von HASSEL, 
Mr JAQUET, Mrs LENZ, Mr LOMAS, Mr MAJONICA (deputising for Mr KLEPSCH), Mr van MINNEN 
( deputising for Mrs van den HEUVEL) , Mr MOORHOUSE ( deputising for Lady ELLEs) , 
Mr PELIKAN (deputising for Mr ZAGARI), Mr PENDERS, Mr PLASKOVITIS, Mr RIPA DI MEANA 
(deputising for Mr CARIGLIA), Mr ROMUALDI, Sir James SCOTT-HOPKINS, Mr SEGRE, 
Mr J.M. TAYLOR, Mrs THEOBALD-PAOLI (deputising for Mr MOTCHANE), Mr WALTER (deputising 
for Mr BRANDT). 
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1. On 26 September 1979 Mr Maurits COPPIETERS tabled a motion for a 
resolution (Doc. l-331/79) on the setting up of a special committee to study 
the problems arising from the multilingualism of the European Community 
This motion for a resolution was referred to the Committee on the Rules of 
Procedure and Petitions as the committee responsible, and to the Political 
Affairs Committee for an opinion. 
2. Mr Kai NYBORG's draft motion for a resolution, points out, inter alia, 
that 'any limitation of the number of languages used by the Community institutions 
would interfere with the democratic nature of the Community' and that 'discrimination 
against. certain languages in favour of others in the European Parliament would be 
an infringement of the democratic voting rights of Community citizens as they 
should be able to elect their representatives exclusively on the basis of 
political criteria and of who will best represent their interests, without any 
additional linguistic criteria being laid down'. 
3. Mr NYBORG calls on Parliament to affirm unequivocally that the 
seven existing official and working languages of the Community institu-
tions will be retained. He recommends that Parliament should confirm 
the rule 'that there is to be absolute equality between the Community 
languages, whether used actively or passively, in writing or orally, at 
all meetings of Parliament and its bodies.' 
4. The rapporteur for the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and 
Petitions is undoubtedly correct in the basic view that the multilingua-
lism of Europe is one of the essential features of its culture and civili-
zation. Multilingualism'means in fact that all European languages may be 
used and, of course, that they have equal status. The seven existing 
official languages in the European Community will, in all probability, be 
supplemented in the near future by two new official languages, Spanish and 
Portuguese. Since it is not entirely unrealistic to suppose that other 
European nations may exercise their right to submit an application for 
membership of the European Community in accordance with the Treaties, the 
number of official languages could rise above the present potential 
figure of nine. If account is also taken of increasing importance being 
attributed to the regions of the Community, which, as a result of their 
cultural development, have individual languages of their own, it is pos-
sible that even within an enlarged Community of twelve Member States 
demands may be made for full recognition of these languages in the oral or 
written translation of legal texts, speeches, etc. 
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It is ea from these few remarks that the motion for a resolution 
by Mr COPPIETERS touches on an extremely complex problem in the process of 
European integration. Quite apart from the practical implications, the 
problem also has a political dimens ion.
5. What is at issue? The countries of Europe, which wish to unite to 
form an economic and political community, have the right to demand greater 
economic and political efficiency from this community. The political 
bodies of the Member States of the European Community must see to it that 
this demand is met. No right-minded person would wish to deny or discri-
minate against the cultural and linguistic identity of a country or a re-
gion of the Community. On the contrary, a united Europe can and must be 
1 
the expression and guarantee of the qualitative cultural diversity of its 
members and the assured maintenance of this diversity. A Europe built 
in this way must, however, be politically 'articulate', that is it must, 
above all, be capable of representing its interest both internally and 
externally as clearly as possible, i.e. in a linguistically comprehensible 
manner. This is obviously not possible in a Tower of Babel. Faced with 
similar problems, large international organizations like the United Nations 
and the Council of Europe have therefore decided to restrict themselves to 
specific working languages. 
6. Mr NYBORG includes among the considerations in his draft motion for 
a resolution the fact that 'although the costs entailed by the multi-
lingualism of the Community are considerable, they neverthelessrepresent 
only about 2% of the Community's total budget'. The original motion for 
a resolution by Mr COPPIETERS probably had considerations of cost in view 
also, but it went a step further. 'l'hc question is not how many million 
units of account written and oral translation cost the Community, but 
whether the use of all languages without distinction is beneficial to the 
development of the Community. 
7. Any realist will be aware that the choice of certain more important 
languages spoken more widely throughout the world will be a political 
issue. On the other hand, the realistic observer will also see the 
advantages to be gained by the European Community in the long term, in 
the areas of politics, economics, trade, science and technology, if in-
tensive teaching at all levels of education - from primary school to 
university - could provide the necessary linguistic knowledge to make it 
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possible to meet and understand political and economic partners from out-
side the Community without the difficulties which have existed until now. 
It would be of great symbolic importance if the Member States were to 
agree, for example, on a 15-year plan providing for the use of two or 
three working languages in the Community by 1995. If such a decision 
were taken, schools and universities would at last be able to adapt to 
a new situation. (For the European Parliament this would still mean a 
transitional period of three terms "of office.) 
l 
8. These general remarks must be considered in the light of the prac- 
tice adopted by the European Parliament and the other Community institu-. 
tions. 
While it has become the custom in the Council and Commission, for 
example, to hold discussions in one of the 'major' working languages, i.e. 
English or French, .there have been only initial efforts in this direction 
in the European Parliament. Since 1958, however,.there has been an in-
creasing tendency in this House to use the two languages referred to. 
The efforts of the Members have no doubt played a part here. This devel-
opment is to be wholeheartedly welcomed and should be fully encouraged. 
9. For years to come, it will, of course, still be necessary in the 
European Parliament, the representative body of the C_ommunity,_ to inter-
pret the spoken word of those who do not know the important languages 
and to translate essential texts into the differnet languages. This 
situation cannot, however, carry on indefinitely. In this respect the 
draftsman disagrees with Mr NYBORG; the costs of oral and written trans-
lation increase in almost geometric progression as the number of languages 
increases, i.e. the addition of more official languages will lead to an 
enormous rise in costs which no European citizen and taxpayer can be ex-
pected to accept. It is therefore the duty of this Parliament to tackle 
the problem of multilingualism and, before the elections in 1984, to offer 
the European electorate at least some ideas as to how this development 
may be controlled in the long term (e.g. 15 years). 
10. The ultimate goal must be to adopt worki.ng languages which are 
used throughout the world. Obviously this requires a transitional 
period. The draftsman therefore proposes that Parliament should urge 
the Ministries of Education or government bodies responsible for cultural 
affairs in the Member States to confine their syllabuses for all levels 
of language teaching primarily to two or three languages to provide the 
next generation with" the necessary means for communication within the 
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Community and in an international context. If such a decision is taken, it 
is quite possible that within a period of 15 years the new circumstances 
will become the accepted norm for 2vcryone, and the citizens of the Community 
will adjust to these official languages -which, in the view of the drafts-
man, should be English, French (and Spanish after enlargement) - and will 
therefore be able to participate more fully than in the past in promoting. 
the economic and political interests of the Community. 
11. The draftsman therefore considers that the idea behind Mr COPPIETERS' 
proposal should be followed up and that _a small joint committee should 
examine _the proposals made above and submit a report to Parliament within 
one year. This ad hoc committee, which would have a limited term of 
office, could be composed of members of the Political Affairs Committee, 
the Legal Affairs Committee, the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, 
Information and Sport and the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and 
Petitions. 
B 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Political Affairs Committee proposes the following amendments to the 
draft motion for a resolution by Mr NYBORG : 
l. - The third, fourth and sixth indents of the preamble to be deleted. 
2. - Paragraph l to be replaced by the following: 
'Observes that the official and working languages of the Community 
institutions are at present Danish, Dutch, English; French, German, 
Greek and Italian;' 
3. - Paragraph 2 to be replaced by the following: 
'Confirms the principle of the fundamental equality of all the 
languages of the Community; hopes, however, that .over a long tran-
sitional period, for example 15 years, the institutions of the 
European Community, and in particular the European Parliament, 
may adapt their working methods to reduce the numbers of languages 
used, and that emphasis will be laid in the educational systems of 
the Member States on English, French .(and Spanish after accession), 
the languages understood in all parts of the world. 
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4. - Paragraph 3 to be deleted and replaced by the following: 
'Decides to set up a working party to study the problems 
arising from the multilingualism of the Community in the 
institutions of the European Community and to submit pro-
posals.' 
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Draftsman: Mr G. B. PATTERSON 
At its meeting of 19/19 December 1979 the Committee on Youth, 
culture. Education, Information and Sport appointed Mr G B Patterson 
draftsman of the opinion. 
At its meetings of 22/23 April, 29/30 May and 9 July 1980 the 
committee considered the draft opinion and adopted it at the latter 
meeting by twelve votes to nil with two abstentions. 
Present: Mr Pedini, chairman: Mr Hahn, vice-chairman: 
Mr Patterson, rapporteur; Mr Arfe', Mr Coppieters, Mr Del Duca, 
Mrs Gaiotti De Biase, Mr Henckens, Mr Papapietro, Mr Price, Mr Schall, 
Mr schwencke, Mrs Viehoff and Mr Welsh. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The impending increase in the number of official and working 
languages in the European community from six to seven - with the 
prospect of a further increase to at least nine within the next few 
years - has made a thorough study of the problems involved a matter 
of urgency. Already the use of six official and working languages 
is proving extremely costly: one third of all Commission staff and 
over half of Parliament's staff are made necessary solely because 
of the community's multilingualism. There are also simple administrative 
problems, which impair the efficiency of Community institutions: for 
example, the delays caused through the need to have all documents 
translated• and printed in the six languages. 
Adding new official languages increases these costs and administrative 
problems geometrically rather than arithmetically. Interpreting the 
original four official languages of the Community involved, theoretically, 
twelve potential 'operutions'. The present six languages generate 
thirty potential 'operations'. Nine official languages would increase 
the figure to seventy-two. 
Nor is the problem confined to.the existence of official languages. 
Irish, for example, has official status for limited purposes under 
current arrangements; and there are many 'non-official' languages 
spoken in various parts of the present Community. The addition of 
Greek has itself illustrated the matter: the language of official and 
legal documents is different from the 'popular Greek' in current use. 
Any study of multilingualism would cover a wide field. There are 
legal questions: what are the rules governing official and working 
languages? Budgetary questions: how can the costs of translation, 
interpretation and publication be reduced? Political questions: does 
the parliamentary privilege of free speech imply an absolute right to 
speak and receive interpretation in one's native tongue? Technical 
questions: what scope is there for the introduction of machine 
translation? And finally there are important social and cultural 
aspects: the position of the 'non-official' languages, and the possible 
consequences of using only some of the official languages. 
The subject, indeed, spans the competences of several - if not 
all- Parliament's present committees. 
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The basic text concerning the community's languages is Article 217 of 
the EEC Treaty: 
'The rules governing the languages of the institutions of the Community 
shall, wit.hout prejudice to the provisions contained in the rules of 
procedure of the court of Justice, be determined by the council, 
acting unanimously'. 
Acting under this Article, the Council adopted Regulation No. 1 on 
15 April 1958 (published in. the Official Journal of the European Communities . ' 
on 6.10.58). ' 
The text of this Regulation bears close examination. In the preamble, 
there is established a criterion for the determining of an official language : 
\ 
'Whereas each of the four languages in which the .. Treaty is drafted is 
recognized as an official language in one or more of the Member States 
of the Community' 
which would seem to imply that any language which is recognized as 'official' 
by a Member State within its own jurisdiction could also become an official 
language of the Community. 
This. however, is not the case withIrish (nor, indeed, with Welsh, 
which has official status within the United Kingdom for certain purposes) .
When the community was enlarged, the Irish Government did not}insist on 
applying the principle of Regulation No. 1 to the letter; with the result 
that only Treaty and legal documents are now translated into Irish. 
The practical implications of establishing a language as 'official' 
are expanded in the remaining articles of the R.egulation. Article 8 
specifically refers to the situation arising when a country has more than 
one official. language: 
'If a Member State has more than one official language, the language 
to be used shall, at the request of such State, be governed by the 
general rules of its law'. 
'Official' and 'Working' Languages 
The use of the phrase 'the official languages and the working languages' 
in the Regulation raises the issue of whether any distinction should be 
made between them. In a reply to Written Question No 1576/79, tabled in 
the name of Mr Patterson, the Council points out that neither the 
Treaty nor Regulation 1 'throws any light on this matter'. Indeed, 
Article l of the Regulation declares the official and working languages 
to be identical. In these circumstances, it might be thought that 
the use of the single world 'official' would be clearer. 
'i 
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Spoken word and written word 
Nevertheless, a basis for variation would appear to exist in Article 6: 
'The institutions of the Community may, stipulate in their rules of 
procedure Which Of the languages are tobe used in Specific . cases... . . 
How far, in practice, does this possibility of variation.extend? 
The director of the commission's Interpretation and Conference.Services, 
Renee van Hoof, has pointed out 1 that 'while these decisions require 
documents to be translated into certain languages, they are generally 
silent on the question of interpreting'. 
Indeed, the Regulation stipulates the language to be used in documents 
sent or received by a community institution, and provides for the Official 
Journal and 'regulations and other documents of general application' to be 
drafted in the official languages. But the only specific reference to the 
spoken word concerns the ' languages to be used in the'proceedings of the 
Court of Justice' (see below). 
This position is reflected in Parliament's own Rules of Procedure. 
Rule 15(1) states uncompromisingly that 'all documents of Parliament shall 
be drawn up in the official languages'. In this case, Article 6 of 
Regulation 1 would allow of some relaxation of the Rule - but not much, since 
other Articles would apply. 
Rule 15(2) also states that 'speeches delivered in one of the official 
languages shall be simultaneously interpreted into the other official 
languages and into any other language the Bureau may consider necessary'. 
Here it is worth noting: 
(a) that Rule 15(2) applies to plenary, and not to committees (see Rule 41) ; 
and 
(b) that it is possible to have interpretation into other languages, 
including minority languages like Welsh, Basque or Catalan both in 
committee and plenary. 
In sum, the regulations would seem to allow Parliament, under existing 
Rule 15, to increase the number of languages used in either committee or 
plenary; to increase or decrease the number of languages used in committee; 
and, by changing Rule 15, to decrease the number of languages used in either 
committee or plenary in Specific cases' .
The Court and legal texts 
A special word needs to be said about the linguistic regime in the Court, 
since Article 217 of the EEC Treaty specifically makes this subject to its 
Rules of Procedure rather than to council decision. 
1 Report presented at Bruges Week organised by the College of Europe, 
16 to 18 March 1978. 
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These Rules are primarily designed to determine one specific language 
to be used in particular proceedings: for example, the language of an 
applicant to the court; the'language of a national court or tribunal from 
which reference has been made, etc. Supporting documents are, as a rule, 
translated only into the language used in the case; and, in the case of 
long documents, translations may be confined to extracts. 
The judges and advocates-general, and witnesses or experts, are 
entitled to speak in their own language ; but interpretation is only provided 
into the language of the case. 
The Rules provide for seven potential languages of a case: the official 
languages plus Irish. Publications of the court, however, must be issued 
in the six official languages. 
For the Court, the multilingual nature of the community presents an 
especial problem: possible discrepancies between different language versions 
of the same text. Since all versions have the same legal value, the court 
takes all of them into account in its judgements, and not just that in a 
single language. As Dr Theodor Holtz, Advisor to the Commission, has noted1 , 
'it remains a fact that the individual citizen may have consulted just the 
wrong text, namely the one in his own language, and he may never have acted 
the way he did, with perhaps substantial material engagement, if he had 
known the real intention of the authors as it was reflected in'the other 
language versions'. 
III. BUDGETARY FACTORS 
The exact cost to the Community Budget of working in the six official 
languages is not easy to assess ; but it is clearly considerable. In addition 
to the salaries of the linguistic (LA) staff proper, the salaries of other 
staff involved in the language services (e.g. secretaries, additional .. 
administrative personnel, technicians etc.) must be included. Staff time 
throughout the institutions is consumed merely because documents are 
produced in six editions. Moreover, other more or less quantifiable costs 
such as office rentals., mission expenses, printing, paper and distribution 
costs, heating and lighting, sickness insurance and pensions, etc. have 
to be taken into account. 
A rough estimate can be obtained from the administrative budgets of 
the different Community institutions. In the case of the Parliament and 
Council, a high proportion of the total is attributable to language costs; 
in the case of the Commission (according to its own estimate) a somewhat 
smaller figure. The combined total, however, amounts to over 40% of all 
administrative expenditure: some 331.8 million EUA. 
1 'Translation and Terminology Problems in Multilingual Community' 
Address before the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin, 24 October 1977. 
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Table 1. Language-related costs in 1979 
Institution Budget Percentage Language Costs 
EUAM % 
Parliament 114.2 60 
Council1 102.8 60 
Court 19.6 50 
Commission 2 581.0 33 
Notes
1 Council Budget includes the Economic and Social Committee 
2 
Based on Titles I and II 
EUAm 
68.5 
61.7 
9.8 
191.8 
How these costs will be affected in 1981 with the addition of a further 
official language can only be guessed at. The Commission has estimated 
that its own LA staff will need to be increased by some 12.5% in.the current 
year alone (1980) in order to prepare for Greek entry. 
The Report of the 'Three Wise Men' estimated the increase in translation 
staff as a result of adding three more languages at 200-250 translators per 
language, or a total increase of 50 per cent. 'The problem of interpretation 
at meetings', it added, 'is more severe. Simultaneous interpretation for 
six into six languages requires 13 to 16 separate interpreters. Simultaneous 
interpretation from nine to nine requires at least 30 people - twice the 
previous number. Personnel and running costs ....will thus be at least 
doubled.' 
Other costs will, of course, also rise. The 'Three Wise Men' referred 
specifically to 'the expense of adapting old buildings or providing new 
ones to accommodate the extra interpreter's booths and other facilities 
required. '
IV. OTHER PROBLEMS 
As the elect.ed European Parliament has already discovered, the costs 
of multilingualism are not merely financial. The need for documents to be 
translated before they can be circulated has, on one occasion at least, 
provided an unbeatable weapon for preventing the passage of parliamentary 
business! 
Even when the requirement is not so used deliberately, it reduces 
considerably the efficiency of the institution. Parliament's agendas are 
strongly affected by_the need for documents to be translated before meetings. 
Committee reports are often delayed; amendments cannot be circulated in time; 
the possibilities for urgent action are reduced. Because there is a limit 
to what the staff can do, the hours during which Parliament and its 
committees can sit has been put into a straightjacket, with adverse 
consequences for speaking time. 
Parliament also suffers from 'linguistic costs' which are common to the 
Community's institut.ions. 
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Loss of precision 
Inevitably, when.translation or interpretation takes place, there is 
a certain loss of precision. 
This is a particular danger in the case of the spoken word: i.e. 
interpretation. Despite the high standard of training among Community 
interpreters, the growing number of meetings throughout the Community has 
put a strain on the service. When,sufficient interpreters are not available 
for comparatively rare language combinations. - for example, Danish into 
Italian - interpretation is by relay: instead of working from the original 
speaker, the interpreter listens to one of.his colleagues in an intermediate 
language, and interprets at 'second hand'. The arrival of Greek, and later 
Portuguese and Spanish, may make the use of relay even more common. 
Translation also has its problems, however. A major factor militating 
against accuracy is the pressure under which the translation service often 
. 1 
has to work. As Dr. Holtz remarks , 'where the choice is to furn.ish an 
unsatisfactory text or no text at all, it is often the unsatisfactory text 
which is delivered because otherwise the item would come off the agenda of 
the Commission or the Council' -(or Parliament, he might have added). 
Loss of style 
From the point of view of Parliament-- a body whose very name implies 
contact via the spoken word- the greatest 'linguistic cost' is possibly 
that of style. 
There is, first, the loss of direct contact between' the speaker and 
the listener: the virtual extinction of the arts of rhetoric and oratory 
(though it is possible that Members will be able to devise techniques which 
bridge the interpretation gap) . Most observers of the Parliament note the 
absence of humour, untranslatable as it often is ; even when interpreted, the 
joke and the laughter can be curiously detached, a phenomenon once summed 
up in the phrase: 'the Danes laugh last'. 
Then, there is the tendency of both the spoken and written word to 
degenerate towards a common denominator: the hated 'Eurospeak'. The 
commission has laid some responsibility on its own translators (Reply to 
Written Question No. 524/79 from Lord O'Hagan2 ). But .Members of Parliament 
themselves can find it easier to_ use jargon when they know that more original 
phrases will get lost 'en route'. 
3 Dr. Holtz has remarked on a particular problem which arises not from 
translation, but from the origin of texts. The 'multilinguistic composition 
of the services producing documents leads .to texts in the formulation of 
which the majority of authors do not use their mother tonque: alas, the 
1 op.cit. 
2 
OJ No. c 275 of 31.10.79, page 18 
3 op.cit. 
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Italian text produced by a colleague from Copenhagen will not show the same 
glamour as the Italian text formulated by an Italian official! Thus, the 
so-called original text is sometimes not an original, but in itsei£ already 
a 'home-made' translation'. 
V. TOWARDS SOLUTIONS: BASIC PRINCIPLES 
Improvements in the present situation- and the avoidance of added 
problems in the future- might be achieved in two'ways: 
1. A limitation on the number of languages to be used in general, or in 
particular circumstances. 
2. Improvements in the language services, and new techniques of inter-
pretation and translation. 
Any general scheme for reducing the number - or potential number - of 
Community working languages inevitably runs up against a fundamental 
principle of public life. As Dr. Holtz has put it: 'we must admit that 
democracy cannot function without communication, or, in other words: where 
there is no communication, there can be no real participation in the 
preparation of decisions, and opportunities for rational solutions of 
conflict diminish.' 1 
We know from experience within Member States how dangerous it can be 
to make a large number of people, in linguistic terms, 'second class 
citizens'. Dr. Holtz warns of those excluded from the linguistic system 
becoming 'allergic to a Community ...which discriminates against them in 
offering a privileged bargaining position to competing groups in other 
linguistic regions ...' 
The problem becomes very clear in the context of the European 
Parliament. If basic democratic principles are to be observed, each Member 
must have, potentially, the same opportunities to speak, to persuade, to be 
reported in the media, and so on. Despite the linguistic prowess of some, 
these principles would be severely breached were any group of Members - some 
might argue, any single Member - to be obliged to speak in a language other 
than his own. 2 
There are also practical considerations. Most of the community' s 
activities are highly specialised, involving the production of evidence or 
information from experts. Despite the fact that many of these specialists 
have considerable experience of international institutions, it is not 
reasonable to expect all to be fluent linguists in addition to their 
specialist qualifications. Even if all were, the need for precision would 
make it imperative that they be able to express themselves in their native 
languages. 
1 
2 
op.cit. 
The idea has, of course! been advanced that the principle would be upheld 
if every Member were ob iged to speak in a language other than his own. 
This would be the case if the community were to adopt Latin or Esperanto 
as its single official language (see page 16). 
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It seems clear, then, that no language commonly spoken within the 
Community can ever be wholly excluded; indeed, it may even be the case that 
certain linguistic minorities are already disadvantaged. 
Any changes in this direction can only be made partiallyt or in special 
circumstances. 
VI. THE SPOKEN WORD 
In matters of cost and manpower the multiplicity of Community languages 
has more or less equal impact on the written word and the spoken word. 
Nevertheless, it is the spoken word that gives rise to the most intractable 
problems. 
(a) 
(b) 
There are several reasons: 
The growing number of meetings for which interpretation has to be 
provided (though there has been a parallel growth, too, in documents) .
The fact that interpretation always has to be provided, in principle, 
from any of the working languages into any other working language; whereas 
internal Commission documents, at least, 'are usually drafted in either 
English or French, or need only to be translated into English or French. 
(c) The problem of finding enough trained interpreters in difficult language 
combinations (for example, Italian/Danish) .
(d) The consequent necessity for relays, and even double relays. 
(e) The physical problems of providing interpretation booths. 
The Director of the Commission's Interpreting and Conference Services, 
Renee van Hoof, has concluded1 that 'a community enlarged to twelve members ...
cannot conceivably work under language rules that require interpreting from 
nine languages into nine languages at every meeting'. With increasing 
recourse to relays and double relays 'discussions at certain meetings would 
become totally incomprehensible'. 
At the same time, it is clear that any general reduction of working 
languages to, say, English or French, would be quite unacceptable. 
Solution 1: restricted systems 
Although, in principle, the interpretation and translation services 
have to provide 'six into six', much of the Community's internal business 
works on a 'regime linguistique partiel'. This can apply to whole institu-
tions - for example, the European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
training, sited in Berlin, uses only English, French and German. Or it can 
apply 'ad hoc' to particular meetings. 
Even within the Parliament, it is common practice to reduce the number 
of languages in use at working parties, and even at committee meetings, when 
those attending are in agreement. 
1 op. cit. 
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A greater use of restricted systems, however, should only be made with 
the utmost care, It wouldbeonly too easy, for an exceptionalarrangement 
for example, the absence of a Danish interpreter by agreement with the Danish 
members of a committee - to become an established rule. If committees are 
to use the flexibility already provided by the present Rules of Procedure 
(see Chapter II), or if the Rules are to be changed, careful monitoring 
of the conseguences will be needed. 
Solution 2: asymmetric systems 
A much more promising solution is that advocated by Renee van Hoof. 
'Experience proves every day that it is much easier to understand a foreign 
language than to speak it in a perfectly convincing manner' 1 . Might it not 
be possible, therefore, to use 'asymmetric' language arrangements: to enable 
everyone to speak in his own language, but with interpretation into only the 
most widely understood languages? 
This solution - often popularised as 'six in, two out' - was briefly 
debated in the European Parliament on 11 February 1976, where it received 
a more or less hostile reception. It would provide, however, a means of 
containing the cost and other problems of the interpretation service, while 
at the same time not limiting anyone's ability to express himself in his 
own language. 
As with the greater use of restricted systems, however, the introduction 
of asymmetric systems would need careful monitoring. 
Renee van Hoof's paper concludes by "envisaging three standard language 
systems for meetings: 
(a) A normal system - asymmetric, but using all official languages. 
(b) A simplified system: asymmetric and restricted. 
(c) A formal system: full 'six into six', or 'nine into nine'. 
Plenary sittings of Parliament 
Although the use of asymmetric or restricted systems in committees -
possible under the existing Rules of Procedure - is likely to prove 
controversial enough, the focue of controversy is likely to be the system 
used in plenary sittings. If any change is to be made, the Rules will have 
to be amended. 
Useful statistics have recently been published on the use of languages 
in plenary: 
l cp. cit. 
Language 
English 
French 
Italian 
German 
Dutch 
Danish 
July-December 1979 
Cols. of text 
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1056 
481 
475 
419 
139
3702 
30.6 
28.5 
13.0 
12.8 
11.3 
3. 75 
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This would seem to indicate that a system of 'six in , two out' (that is, 
interpretation from all six official languages into French and English only) 
would be the best asymmetric choice. 
VII. THE WRITTEN WORD; MACHINE TRANSLATION 
The basic dilemma of the Community's translation service is already 
summed up in the phrase: 'Better an unsatisfactory text than no text at all'. 
There is an unavoidable trade-off between accuracy and speed. 
The volume of paper-work generated by the Community gives some idea of 
the problem. In 1977, there were translated some 600,000 pages. In 1979, 
the figure was over a million; 
Pages of translation produced by the Community institutions, 1979 
European Parliament 
Commission (Brussels) 
Commission. (Luxembourg) 
Council 
ECOSOC 
Court 
196,658 1 
360,000 
142,183 
257,598 
52,300 
53,000 
1,061,739 
1 Figure for: Sept. 78 - Feb. 79 plus 
Sept. 79 - Feb. 80 
This twelve month period gives a more accurate picture 
than calendar year 1979 because of the-'unusual effect 
of elections in June. 
Allied to the growing number of meetings each of which generate 
agendas, minutes, working documents, etc. - the pressure upon the system 
is increasing all the time. This is before the addition of Greek, Spanish 
and Portuguese. 
The current system of translation is best described diagrammatically: 
Dictation int 
achine by 
translator 
I corrections___., further correction lprin, 
byby by revisor 
ed translator 
What possibilities exist for improving the situation? 
Partial regimes 
The possibilities for reducing the number of working languages, as far 
as the written word is concerned, are perhaps greater than for the spoken 
word. Documents for internal Commission circulation are often drafted, or 
are available in only French and English.- Certainly the scope for asymmetric 
arrangements, (such as that already described in the case of interpretation), 
might be greater, since the ability to read a a foreign language is 
generally more widespread than the ability either to speak or to understand 
aurally. 
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On the other hand, there are many instances where a full linguistic 
regime is vital. In the Parliament, for example, texts are of political 
significance, and Members need accurate translations into their own 
languages. Above all, documents of legal significance must be translated 
into all official languages with great care. 
Increasing efficiency 
Several means exist to increase the efficiency of the system. 
(a) The creation of specialised groups of translators and revisors. 
(b) 'Linguistic management': e.g. to grade texts according to the degree 
of accuracy required in translation. 
(c) Standardisation of terminology - especially important for establishing 
concordance and conformity of legal acts (but adding to the danger of 
'Eurospeak:') 
(d) Not least, increasing the linguistic ability of Community officials, 
Members of Parliament etc. 
By far the most promising possibilities, however, would seem to lie in 
the direction of automating, in part or even in whole, the translation 
procedure. 
Data Banks and Dictionaries 
The simplest form of machine translation is that provided by the 
computerised dictionary. This can be used in one or two ways: 
(a) To provide a 'word for word' or 'piagin' translation from which some 
idea of meaning can be obtained. Early IBM machine translations in the 
1950's were of such a kind, and were of some value. 
(b) To act as an adjunct to normal processes of translation. Since most 
translators have high general competence, the greatest use can be 
obtained from specialist dictionaries or terminological data banks. 
In the second area, the Commission has already made use of such 
facilities as Eurodicautom. 
SYSTRAN 
One step on from the automatic dictionary are systems which aim at a 
full translation of texts (though, again, generally operating with limited 
and usually specialised - lexical capability) .
In the mid-seventies, the Commission began experiments with a system 
of this kind developed by Dr Toma: SYSTRAN. Two versions of SYSTRAN, 
working with the language-pair English/French, were tested: 
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- the first, experimental version in October 1976, which proved sufficiently 
promising for a second development contract to be concluded; 
- the second in June 1978. 
In the second test; specialist agricultural tests were translated by 
computer; and then 'post-edited' by three seperate teams. 
SYSTRAN was tested not only by absolute criteria of accuracy and style, 
but also for its utility in different circumstances. This was important, 
since there is a temptation to demand often quite unnecessary-accuracy and 
style from both ordinary and machine translations. 
The accuracy of the pre-edited translations, for example, was rated 
only at 73%. Nevertheless, it was felt tQ be.of some utility by 88% of 
potential users: in particular where individual specialists wished to gain 
a general idea of the contents, but rapidly and without going to any great 
expense. A translation was found to be both intelligible and usable, though 
scoring badly on style and grammatical correctness. 
The intelligibility of the machine-translated texts after reviision was 
rated at 98% - exactly the same as for the same texts translated 'by hand' 
after revision (it is perhaps important to note that the original versions 
were only rated at 99%). However, the time-costs of post-editing were 
considerably higher than those for revising, though overall time was 
comparable. 
Perhaps the most encouraging aspect of SYSTRAN was the scope revealed 
for improvement: between the first evalu.at'ion in 1976 and the second in 
1978 the average intelligibility of translations increased from 45% to 78%1 • 
The evaluation of SYSTRAN as it translated from English to French 
revealed some other interesting features: 
- it was better at texts originating within the Commission than those from 
outside (Eurospeak?) ; 
- it was better at British-English texts than American-English texts; 
- it did better with texts written in short (under 25 word) sentences. 
In its conclusions following the evaluation, the Commission noted 
that the first target for future developments would have to be a reductior. 
in the amount of post-editing required. However, it also noted that -
despite the increase in standard of the pre-edited machine translation 
between the first and second evaluations, - the post-editing requirements 
had actually risen. 'Une amelioration du taux de post-edition ... semble 
difficile a concevoir dans la perspective actuelle du system.• 2 
1 'rhough intelligibility is not quite the same thing as accuracy. It is
possible to have a translation which is perfectly intelligible, but which 
conveys the opposite meaning to that of the original! 
2 'Deuxieme evaluation du system de traduction automatique systran anglais-
francais de la Commission des Communautes europeenes' (1978 EUR 6227) 
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EUROTRA 
Experience with SYSTRAN, nevertheless, has encouraged the Commission 
to proceed with a much more ambitious research project in the field of 
machine translation: EUROTRA. This is, indeed, the only major project 
of its kind in the world. 
EUROTRA is intended to handle, initially, all six existing official 
languages, in any combination. It will also allow for expansion to new 
languages. 
The system's adaptibility is intended to go even further: its basic 
software support system should 9utlive: 
(a) current linguistic theories: and 
(b) present hardware designs 
Development of the system is conceived in modular terms: that is, 
different linguistic and software problems are to be solved by a number 
of different research teams, working in collaboration. 
Since the EUROTRA project is at the frontier of current human knowledge, 
certain elements are more advanced than others. The basic strategy is to 
move from an input text to an equivalent 'deep structure', from which the 
target language can be generated. Unfortunately, linguistic research has 
not yet identified a 'deep structure' common to all languages. Consequently, 
under the currently envisaged system, 'translation' would take the form of 
a transfer from source 'deep structure' to target 'deep structure'. (i.e. 
three stages) .
Possibilities and Limitations 
Technological advances, both in hardware and software, are proceeding 
at such a rate that the possibilities for machine translation can seem 
unlimited. For example, recent developments in speech-generation by 
computer bring even machine interpretation within reach. 
On the other hand, one should not become too dazzled by technology. 
Even if successfully developed, EUROTRA will only produce finished trans-
lations for certain limited purposes. Post-editing will still be necessary 
in many cases. 
Moreover, since the production of texts has both political and legal 
implications, it is important that the' de,velopment of machine translation is 
not entirely left to the technologists. The European Parliament has an 
important interest in the matter. 
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VIII. LANGUAGE AND CULTURE 
One of these interests must be concern for language as an aspect of 
civilisation. 
For example, the search for European unity is not a search for European 
uniformity. Indeed Europe's greatest contribution to the world has perhaps 
been the remarkable diversity of ideas to which it has given birth. 
Nor has this diversity merely been the result of different national 
traditions. As important has been'variety within the nation states; 
and the existence of traditions which cross national frontiers. 
This important feature of our civilisation is reflected in language. 
Indeed, variety in language has usually been the main vehicle of cultural 
variety. Hence the tenacity with which minority cultures defend their 
linguistic independence: language is at the same time the symbol and the 
means of that independence. 
Similarly there are those features which cross frontiers. Historically, 
Europe has always been united by certain great cultural traditions, religious 
and secular: and at one time the vehicle for both was Latin. The most 
powerful argument for Esperanto is that it, could provide such a vehicle 
without the stumbling-block of 'linguistic imperialism'. 
,. 
' 
The European Community can an important influence on the way in 
which this pattern of European civilisation develops. Decisions taken on 
the languages of the Community will have an effect well beyond the practical 
ones of improving the interpretation and translation services. 
For these reasons, a number.of wider linguistic problems need careful 
attention. For example: 
'Minority' languages 
The languages currently spoken within the borders of .the European 
Community are not limited to those which the Council has declared 'official'. 
In addition, there are two further linguistic groups: 
(a) The historical minority languages: Basque, Breton, Welsh, Catalan, 
Frisian, the Allemanic languages, etc. These are often associated with 
a centuries-old determination to preserve cultural - and, on occasion, 
social and political - autonomy. 
(b) The new minority languages, introduced into the community by migrant 
workers and refugees: Arabic, Turkish, Urdu, Hindi, Creole, etc. Again, 
these languages have in some cases become symbols of independence; and 
they have raised important questions for the educational systems of 
Europe. 
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How far should the Community set out.to preserve this linguistic 
variety? Or, alternatively, to suppress it? 
The community is already acting to prevent the children of migrant 
workers from losing touch with their mother tongue - and with their 
parents. But does this imply that the Community should work for a 
permanent Turkish or Urdu speaking minority? 
Should the community intervene, over the heads of the nation states, 
to help the historical regional languages'in their struggle with the 
'official' languages? How far, in doing so, would the Community be 
encouraging regionalism or separatism? Would that matter?. 
Esperanto 
One linguistic avenue open to Europe lies in the direction of the 
'artificial' or, more accurately, intellectually constructed languages. 
Two possible advantages have already been mentioned: that their use puts 
everyone, initially, on an equal footing; and that they are free of 
the charge of 'linguistic Imperialism' .
A number of such languages exist (Volapuk, Interlingua, etc). The 
only serious candidate, however, is probably Esperanto. 
One estimate has put the number of Europeans who have at least some 
knowledge of Esperanto at over ten million. 1 To this must be added the 
sometimes large groups of Esperantists in such countries as Japan, 
Bulgaria and even Iran. Since its original creation by the Polish-speaker 
zamenhof, Esperanto has developed linguistically as a 'live' language and 
has also acquired a literature of its own. 
Clearly, the chances of Esperanto achieving very wide acceptance 
are small. It is a matter which nevertheless deserves more examination. 
Language teaching 
Except in certain isolated areas, or in the case of very recent 
immigrants, the speakers of minority languages often have an 'official' 
second language; or speak the minority language itself as a second 
language'only. This facility is certainly one which the Community should 
encourage in the interests both of cultural variety and the elimination 
of discrimination. 
1 
'Die Linguistische Struktur Europas' by Gyula Decay (Wiesbaden: 
Otto Harrassowitz) 
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Again, certain Member States have more than one domestically official 
language, for which their education systems already cater. 
The community, perhaps, has an interest in promoting a more general 
linguistic ability: one of the more regrettable recent failures of the 
council has been its inability to set in progress the second phase of the 
community's education programme,
1
an important part of which is the 
improvement of language teaching. 
The development of greater linguistic ability is not just needed by 
community officials and Members of the European Parliament. It would 
open the way for every Community citizen to_whole new areas of European 
civilization. It would enable him to appreciate the value of Europe's 
cultural diversity. And it would, in consequence, promote the 'ever 
closer union among the peoples of Europe' proclaimed in the first 
sentence of the EEC Treaty. 
IX. CONCLUSIONS 
There can be no doubt, then, that the multilingual nature of the 
European Community creates problems. Moreover, these problems have 
sufficient political, social and-legal aspects to attract the urgent 
attention of the European Parliament. This would be the case even if the 
Parliament itself were not profoundly interested for reasons of internal 
efficiency. 
Should Parliament therefore set up a special committee to study 
the question? 
In the introduction to this opinion, the point has already been 
made that different aspects of the matter fall within the responsibility 
of different parliamentary committees. The alternatives would therefore 
seen to be: 
(a) to charge one committee with overall responsibility for the study, 
with a number of other committees submitting opinions; 
(b) creating a special committee or working party. 
The difficulty with the first solution is that it is not entirely 
obv.Lous which committee shc:.1ld have t'he overall responsibility. Political 
Affairs, Youth, Rules and even Energy and Research have claims. 
In this case, the correct solution i s a special group - possibly 
a working party rather than a committee. 
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' 
. ' 
The Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport 
therefore: 
- draws attention to the fundamental democratic principle that no 
individual or group should be put at a disadvantage because of 
discrimination against a particular language; 
-supports the establishment of a special working party to study 
the problems arising· front the multflingualism of the European 
community; '· 
,'~· 
- suggests that its terms of refersnce should include: 
1. Examination of the legal· framework within which the official and 
working languages of the Community's 'institutions are designated 
and used: and recommendations, if necessary, for changes. 
2. A similar examination of the budgetary consequences for the 
community of particular language 'regimes' • 
. , 
3. Examination of existing or new proposals for limited or asymmetric 
language systems: and very careful monitoring of any such 
-,tt •. ! 
systems if they are applied. .• 
4. Monitoring, also, of progress in the Community's research into 
machine translation. 
5. Evolution of a Community policy towards minority languages, ·in 
particular in relation to 'official' languages. 
6. The possible use of Esperanto or other intellectually constructed 
languages. 
7. The language teaching asp~ct of the community's education programme 
and practical advice to the media on using and promoting the 
languages in question. 
8. The linguistic aspect of legal documents, in particular the equal 
legal'status of versions in the different 'official' languages. 
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